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Abstract

In geometric range searching� algorithmic problems of the following
type are considered� Given an n�point set P in the plane� build a data
structure so that� given a query triangle R� the number of points of P
lying in R can be determined quickly� Problems of this type are of crucial
importance in computational geometry� as they can be used as subroutines
in many seemingly unrelated algorithms� We present a survey of results
and main techniques in this area�
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� Introduction

This paper considers an algorithmic problem called range searching� We de�
scribe the problem and outline current theoretical knowledge about it� including
the main ideas of several proofs and constructions�

Together with the main material we also include various extensions�
historical notes etc� Many of them are somewhat subjective� Several
notions and results of computational geometry appearing in our discussion
but not directly related to range searching are explained in separate boxes�
Table � on page � summarizes the current best known complexity bounds
for simplex and halfspace range searching�

Computational geometry � general remarks� The considered prob�
lems belong into the area of computational geometry� In the rest of this section
we brie�y introduce this �eld and mention some features and conventions which
seem particular to it� reader somewhat familiar with computational geometry
may probably skip the rest of section � safely� Older computational geometry
monographs of a wide scope are �PS	
���Ede	����Meh	�� a recent one is �Mul����
Useful survey papers can be found in �Pac���� �GPS����

The subject of computational geometry is the design and analysis of ef�
�cient algorithms for computing various properties and parameters of �nite
con�gurations of geometric objects� The last sentence may sound rather in�
comprehensible� and the reader can get a better picture from few examples of
simple problems studied in computational geometry�

P�� Given an n�point set P in the plane �or in a Euclidean space of dimension
d��� �nd a pair of points of P with a smallest distance�

P�� Given n segments in the plane� compute the number of their intersections�

P�� Given a convex polytope P in d�dimensional space speci�ed as an inter�
section of n halfspaces� determine a point of P minimizing a given linear
function�

P� Given a polygon P in the plane� not necessarily convex� and two points
a� b in its interior� �nd a shortest path from a to b inside P � or �another
version� a path from a to b consisting of a minimum possible number of
segments�

And so on� In computational geometry it is deceptively easy to formu�
late problems� Many problems have practical or theoretical motivations�
and for almost any problem one can make up an acceptable looking ap�
plication ex post� In the pioneer era of the �eld� say around the year ��
�
and few years later� it was not too di�cult to �nd an unsolved elemen�
tary and interesting problem� Today more complicated and more powerful
methods are known� and �nding a really remarkable new problem became
quite hard�

�This is probably the most frequent preamble of a problem in computational geometry�
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The subject of computational geometry is similar to the areas of interest of other
�elds� such as geometric aspects of combinatorial optimization etc� For instance�
a careful reader might have recognized Problem P� as a linear programming
problem� The approach of computational geometry is usually distinguished by
two typical features� The problems are considered in a �xed dimension� and an
in�nite precision model of computation is used�

Dimension and hidden constants� The original computational geometry
problems were formulated in the plane or in ��dimensional space� Generaliza�
tions to an arbitrary dimension are also studied� but almost always we imagine
that the dimension is quite small� say at most ��� while the number of objects
�points� segments etc�� appearing in the problem is large�

Formally the dimension is usually considered as a constant� The e�ciency of
typical computational geometry algorithms decreases with the dimension quite
rapidly� for example� the multiplicative constants in the asymptotic bounds for
the complexity of the algorithms are usually exponential in the dimension �this
is also the case for range searching�� This �xed dimension assumption contrasts
e�g�� with the theory of linear programming algorithms� where the dimension is
comparable with the number of constraints�

In theoretical research� the e�ciency of algorithms is compared� almost
exclusively� by the asymptotic order of growth of their complexity �as a function
of the input size�� One can raise various objections against this criterion� mainly
from the practical point of view� but no better theoretical criterion seems to be
available�

For simpler algorithms� mainly older ones� the e�ectivity expressed in
this way agrees with the intuitive notion �how fast the algorithm computes��
and even with the speed of actual implementations for real life problems�
For more complicated algorithms� this touch with reality is sometimes
lost� Sometimes it is even apparent that an asymptotic improvement has
nothing to do with the speed of computation for any physically feasible
inputs� Attempts to improve an algorithm with O�n log logn� complexity
to an O�n log� n� algorithm might look like some peculiar kind of sport�
In defense of such activities one can say that the actual goal is� or

at least should be� a better understanding of the studied problem� A
discovery of a complicated and quite impractical algorithm with a good
asymptotic complexity indicates the possibility of an improvement� and
often a simpler and easily implementable algorithm of a similar complexity
is found soon afterwards�

Model of computation� rounding problems� Algorithms in computa�
tional geometry are designed for an ideal computer �model of computation�
called Real RAM� This is an analog of the usual RAM� i�e� of an abstraction of
an actual computer programmed in a machine code� However� a Real RAM can
store an arbitrary real number in one register and perform arithmetic opera�
tions with real numbers in unit time� while the usual RAM works with integers
whose size is bounded by a polynomial in the input size� In the sequel we will
also use the Real RAM model of computation�
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The in�nite precision computation in the Real RAM model is very conve�
nient theoretically� but it often behaves quite di�erently than an actual com�
putation with limited precision� Not only that the result of a calculation will
be imprecise � a carelessly programmed algorithm may give completely wrong
results with a limited precision� as the combinatorial information derived from
comparisons of imprecise numbers may be erroneous or inconsistent� Di�cul�
ties with rounding errors are a very serious potential obstacle �perhaps the most
serious one� to successful implementation of geometric algorithms�

Several promising attempts have appeared at developing program pack�
ages for a su�ciently precise and relatively quick arithmetic �e�g�� �FvW�����
However� probably we have to expect that if a more complicated geomet�
ric algorithm is implemented reliably �i�e� in such a way that it cannot
give an erroneous result because of rounding errors�� it causes a signi�cant
slowdown compared to a straightforward implementation ignoring these
aspects�

General position assumption� In many computational geometry algo�
rithms� one has to deal separately with con�gurations of input objects that are
degenerate in some sense� for instance when three input points lie on a common
line� Such exceptions complicate both the description and implementation of
algorithms� Luckily for theoreticians� it is known how to avoid such degenerate
cases systematically� although at the cost of a slowdown by a constant factor
�at least in versions published until now�� Conceptually� one perturbs the input
objects by in�nitesimal amounts which brings them into a general positions�
Such methods are called simulation of simplicity� The idea of in�nitesimal per�
turbations can be realized in various ways� see e�g�� �EM���� �EC���� �EC����
and the best method is still being sought�

Simulation of simplicity has also theoretical drawbacks� Since we are in
e�ect replacing a given input problem by a di�erent problem �although an
in�nitesimally close one�� an algorithm run on this di�erent problem may
sometimes yield a di�erent answer than the correct one for the original
problem� and it may actually be quite complicated to recover a correct
answer to the original problem� Of course� we may say that the input
numbers for a �real world� problem are inaccurate anyway� and so the
answer for the perturbed problem is equally appropriate as the one for
the original problem� However� this is not suitable for many applications�
where degeneracies in the input are not mere �coincidences�� but rather
are important for the problem structure�

Deterministic and randomized algorithms� The complexity of compu�
tational geometry algorithms is most often estimated in the worst case� which
means that the estimate must hold for each admissible input of a given size �one
may imagine that the input is given by an adversary who knows the algorithm
and tries to make it as slow as possible��

Much fewer results concern the average case� where the input is consid�
ered as a random variable� and the expected complexity of the algorithm
for such an input is estimated �e�g�� for input points selected independently
from the uniform distribution in the unit square�� The most problematic
point of the average case analysis is the choice of the probability distri�
bution on the inputs� Often various natural possibilities exist which give
signi�cantly di�erent expected behavior of the algorithm� For geometric





problems it is usually much easier to give an algorithm with a good av�
erage case complexity than an algorithm with a comparable worst case
complexity� This is the case also for geometric range searching� which is
almost trivial for points uniformly distributed in the unit square�

Older algorithms are� with few exceptions� deterministic� which means that
their computation is uniquely determined by the input� Only recently so�called
randomized algorithms appeared in computational geometry� These algorithms
randomly choose one from several possible continuations at some stages of their
computation�� For a �xed input� the complexity of such an algorithm is a
random variable� One estimates its expectation� or also further parameters
�such as the probability of large deviations from the expectation� tail estimates��
and then considers the worst case over all inputs �thus the input is chosen by
the adversary� but he cannot in�uence the random decisions of the algorithm��

Sometimes also so�called Monte�Carlo algorithms are studied� These
may sometimes give a wrong result� but with a very small probability only
�such a bound again holds for every input��

In a seminal paper �Rab��� on randomized algorithms M� O� Rabin gives a
typical computational geometry problem as one of two examples� at that time
computational geometry as a �eld did not exist yet� Also a paper of Chew
�Che	
� with a very elegant application of randomness as well as earlier works
of Clarkson went almost unnoticed� In last few years� however� the randomized
algorithms became dominating in computational geometry� promoted by the
works of Clarkson ��Cla	��� �Cla		a�� �Cla		b� and others�� Haussler and Welzl
�HW	��� Sharir� Chazelle� Edelsbrunner� Guibas �e�g� �CEG������ Mulmuley
��Mul		�� �Mul��a�� �Mul��b� etc��� Seidel ��Sei��a�� �Sei��b�� and others� In
most cases randomized algorithms are simpler� more e�ective and easier to
implement than deterministic ones� For most problem deterministic algorithms
with a similar or only slightly worse asymptotic complexity were found �see
e�g�� �CF���� �Mat���� �Mat��b�� �Cha���� �Cha���� �CM��a��� but for practical
purposes the randomized algorithms are still winning by their simplicity and
smaller hidden constants�

� Geometric range searching

Let R be a system of subsets of the d�dimensional Euclidean space IRd� The
sets of R are called ranges� The following are typically considered cases

Rorthog � axis�parallel boxes� i�e� all sets of the form
Qd

i���ai� bi�� a�� b�� � � � � ad� bd � IR
Rhalfsp � the set of all �closed� halfspaces in IRd

Rsimplex � the set of all �closed� simplices in IRd

�In actual implementations� we don�t have a true randomness at our disposal� and random
decisions are simulated using pseudorandom numbers� Then the randomness in the algorithm
is restricted to the initial setting of the random number generator� which represents only
few random bits� Empirical evidence indicates that even this weak randomness is su�cient
for most of the algorithms� and recent works have already con�rmed this for some classes
algorithms� see �Mul����






Rball � the set of all �closed� balls in IRd �

Further let P be a given n�point set in IRd� One of the geometric range searching
problems is the following�

Design an e�cient algorithm� which� for a given range R � R� �nds
the number of points of P lying in R�

If the set P and the range R were given together and the problem ended by
determining the number jP �Rj� it would be simplest to go through all points
of P one by one and count those lying in R� In fact� in such a situation we can
hardly do anything better� In our problem� however� the point set P is given in
advance� and we can prepare some auxiliary information about it and store it
in a suitable data structure� Then we will be repeatedly given various ranges of
R as queries� Each such query is to be answered as soon as it appears �on�line��
and as e�ciently as possible� Assuming that the number of queries will be
large� it will be advantageous to invest some computing time into building the
data structure �this phase is called the preprocessing�� if this makes the query
answering faster�

Example �
� Let us look at the situation in dimension d � �� with
intervals as ranges� Without any preprocessing� a query answering �count�
ing the number of points in a given interval� requires time proportional to
n� However� having stored our points in a linear increasingly sorted array�
we can answer queries in O�log n� time� We locate the position of the end�
points of the query interval among the points of P by binary search� and
then we �nd the required number by a subtraction of indices� Preprocess�
ing� in our case sorting the points of P � can be performed in O�n logn�
time� and O�n� memory is su�cient for storing the data structure�

Counting points in a given range �a range counting query� is only one of possible
range searching problems� Another natural problem is to compute a list of all
points of P lying in a query range �we speak of a range reporting query�� or we
can only ask if the query range contains any point of P at all �range emptiness
query�� Also� each points of P can be assigned some weight �e�g�� a real number��
and we can be interested in the sum of weights of points in a given range� or in
the maximum weight�

All these problems are quite convincingly motivated by direct practi�
cal applications� most often in various database systems� A rather banal
example� The points of P might correspond to employees of some com�
pany� with the coordinates representing age� salary� time of employment
etc� Then� in order to �nd an employee with age between �� and ���
with at least 
 years of experience and salary below ��� per month�� one
might apply a query with an axis�parallel box from Rorthog� A circular
range query might serve for locating airports� where a defective airplane
still succeeds to land� etc� Perhaps more important than such direct ap�
plications are applications of geometric range searching as subroutines in
the design of algorithms for more complicated geometric problems�

In more recent papers� one usually investigates a unifying generalization
of various range searching problems� We assume that every point p � P is
assigned a weight w�p� � S� where �S��� is some semigroup �common to all

�The reader may supply a currency unit according to his own preference�
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the points�� The objective of a query is to �nd the sum of weights of all points
of P lying in a given range�

P
p�R�P w�p�� For example� for range counting

queries� �S��� will be the natural numbers with addition� and all weights will
be equal to �� For queries on maximum weight� the appropriate semigroup will
be the real numbers with the operation of taking a maximum of two numbers�
For emptiness queries� we may choose the boolean values ffalse� trueg for S�
with the operation of logical disjunction �OR�� all the point weights will be
�true��

Concerning the computational aspects� we usually assume that the weights
can be stored in a single computer word� and that the semigroup operation can
be executed in constant time�

The range reporting queries have a somewhat special position� We could
also include them into the above discussed semigroup model � the semigroup
�S��� would be the set of all subsets of P � the operation would be the union
and the weight of each point p � P would be the one�point set fpg� However� in
reasonable models of computation a subset cannot be represented in a constant
amount of memory� and also the union operation requires a nonconstant time�
From the algorithmic point of view� a further specialty of range reporting is
the following� If the answer consists of k points� then we need time of order k
only to output the answer� Thus� we may spend further O�k� time for auxiliary
computations� without decreasing the overall asymptotic complexity� If we
know that the answer is going to be large� we can a�ord to compute it slowly�
This was observed and cleverly applied by Chazelle �Cha	��� he calls this the
�ltering search� The query complexity of range reporting algorithms is usually
expressed in the form O�f�n� � k�� where k is the number of points in the
answer� and f�n� is some function of the total number of points in P � called
the overhead�

Let us return to the data structure from Example ���� which was a
simple sorted array� We can use it to answer interval reporting queries in
O�log n � k� time� and it is easy to generalize it for queries seeking the
sum of real weights in a given interval� In this case� as well as for the
interval counting queries� we make use of the possibility to subtract the
weights �that is� the semigroup �S��� can be embedded into a group�� If
this is not possible �in cases such as the �nding of the maximum weight��
we need a di�erent �and more complicated� data structure�
Here is a simple and well�known example of such a data structure�

Example �
� Consider the points of P � IR� in sorted order� and build
a balanced binary tree T with the points of P as leaves� With every
node v of T � store the total weight of points in the leaves of the subtree
rooted at v �note that these points form an interval in P � such intervals
are called the canonical intervals�� Given a query interval �a� b�� we search
the position of a and b among the leaves of T � and the search paths give
us a decomposition of the set of points of P lying between a and b into
a disjoint union of O�log n� canonical intervals� Indeed� let �a and �b
denote the search paths for a and b� respectively� and let x be the node
where they branch� Then for every node v � �a lying below x and such
that the next node of �a is the left son of v� we take the right subtree of v�
and it will de�ne one of the canonical intervals� We proceed symmetrically
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for the portion of �b below x� obtaining the desired decomposition� Thus�
to answer the query� it remains to sum the precomputed weights of the
canonical intervals in the decomposition� Note that this does not use the
weight subtraction� so that we can �nd e�g�� the point of maximum weight
in a given interval�

An analogous situation appears also for more complicated geometric
range searching problems� Reporting queries and queries with weights
which can be subtracted often allow a simpler and�or more e�cient so�
lution than the general case� whose prototype are the queries asking for
maximum weight� For the case of subtraction� we can usually express the
answers for more complicated ranges using the answers for several simpler
ranges� For instance� in our one dimensional example� we have implicitly
expressed a query interval as the di�erence of two semiin�nite intervals�

For a full speci�cation of a range searching problem we need� in addition to
the already mentioned objects �the set P � the semigroup �S���� the weights of
points and the set of admissible ranges R�� also limits on the maximal permis�
sible storage and preprocessing time for the data structure�

Such a limitation does not show up in Example ���� where the query
time O�logn� is optimal� and at the same time if we should be able to
answer queries at all� we need at least a linear storage� However� for
halfspace and simplex range searching one cannot achieve both a linear
storage and a logarithmic query time� and so we have to choose the most
e�cient query answering algorithm depending on the amount of memory
and preprocessing time we have at disposal� The memory requirements
are usually considered more important� this has roots in the database
applications� where the preprocessing needs to be done only once and we
can spend a relatively long time for it� while the memory or disk space
is allocated permanently and in each copy of the database� On the other
hand� in many applications the preprocessing time is as critical as the
storage�

In this paper we will mainly consider the simplex and halfspace range searching
problems� These problems turned out to be crucial in computational geom�
etry� they are even universal in some sense� since many other problems with
more general ranges can be reduced to them� see e�g�� �YY	
�� �AM��� and also
section ���

The algorithms for simplex and halfspace range searching problems
have been applied also in problems which look much more complicated�
A nice example is in the paper of de Berg et al� �dBHO��� which was
motivated by a computer graphics problem� The range searching problem�
which the authors need to solve as part of their hidden surface removal
algorithm� is as follows�

Problem �
� Given a set s�� � � � � sn of segments in IR
�� we imagine that

there is a semiin�nite curtain c�si� hanging from each segment si down�
wards� we have

c�si� � f�x� y� z� � IR�� �x� y� z�� � si for some z� � zg
�the curtains may intersect�� We want to design a data structure for
answering queries of the following type� Given a point o and a direction
�� �nd the �rst curtain hit by the ray sent from o in direction ��

	



Both the original solution of this problem in �dBHO��� and a more e��
cient method described in �AM��� reduce this problem to a combination
of simplex range searching and halfspace range searching�

The orthogonal range searching problems �the ones with axis�parallel
boxes as ranges� are no less important than the simplex range searching�
perhaps even more important for direct applications� In this paper we
will not consider them in detail� but for reader�s convenience we brie�y
summarize the main results concerning orthogonal range searching� The
basic idea of data structures for this problem� the so�called range tree�
was described by Bentley �Ben
��� Its straightforward use gives query
time O�logd n� with O�n logd�� n� storage and preprocessing time in di�
mension d� Various improvements in some parameters� mostly by loga�
rithmic factors� were achieved in the works of Willard �Wil
��� Willard
and Lueker �WL
��� Gabow� Bentley and Tarjan �GBT
� and Chazelle
�Cha
��� �Cha

�� The exact complexities di�er depending on the type of
the problem �range counting queries� range reporting queries� general semi�
group queries etc�� and on the model of computation �pointer machine�
RAM etc��� Lower bounds for the computational complexity of orthogo�
nal range searching were given by Chazelle �Cha��a���Cha��b�� and they
match the known upper bound almost exactly� A variant where the points
lie on a grid of a bounded size was studied by Overmars �Ove

�� in this
case somewhat better results are obtained�

� Intuition and lower bounds

In this section we start considering the simplex and halfspace range searching
problems in more detail� Results about their computational complexity can be
summarized as follows�

Let us consider a simplex range searching problem for an n�point set P �
IRd� with weights from a semigroup �S���� and with storage and preprocessing

time at most m� where m lies in the range from n to approximately nd� Then

the query time is approximately

n

m��d
� ���

The word �approximately� in the previous sentence means �up to a multiplica�
tive factor bounded by O�logc n�� c a constant��

In particular� for an approximately linear storage the query time is approxi�
mately n����d� and in order to achieve a polylogarithmic query time� one needs
space and preprocessing approximately nd� The complexity of halfspace range
queries is believed to be very similar� except for few special cases� as e�g�� half�
space emptiness queries� which can be handled more e�ciently�

In this section we formulate known lower bounds� which show that under
certain restrictions on the algorithm and the model of computation the query
time ��� is approximately optimal� It is possible �although currently it does
not seem very likely�� that one could circumvent these lower bounds somewhat
using algorithms that do not satisfy the corresponding assumptions� It would
not be the �rst such case in theoretical computer science�
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First we will try to give the reader some intuitive explanation where
the formula ��� comes from� The explanation is quite far from a proof�
and in reality the lower and upper bounds work in a more complicated
manner� it is meant just for a basic orientation� We will consider the two
extreme cases� polylogarithmic query time and roughly linear space�

Logarithmic query time� First we consider halfspace queries� It is
not di�cult to see that for an n�point set P in a general position there are
 �nd� di�erent subsets of the form P � R� where R is a halfspace �this is
best seen in the dual setting� where distinct subsets correspond to distinct
cells in an arrangement of hyperplanes� see the boxes on pages �� ����
Storage of the order nd thus means that we can store the answers for all
essentially di�erent halfspaces that can ever appear� Actual algorithms
are indeed based on this principle� A naive attempt on extending this
idea to simplex range searching results in a much larger space than nd� A
suitable method preserving storage close to nd is more complicated and
was discovered only recently �CSW����
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Figure �� A simple halfspace range searching method� for uniformly distributed
point sets

Approximately linear storage� Here we will assume that the set
P is chosen randomly� by n independent random draws from the uniform
distribution in the unit square �we consider the planar case �rst�� We put
t � bpnc and we cover the unit square by a t � t square grid� each grid
square having side ��t� see Fig� �� With high probability� almost every
grid square then contains only a small number of points of P �bounded by
a constant��
Let R be a given halfplane� We note that the boundary line h of R

intersects at most �t squares of the grid �if its slope is at most �� the it
intersects at most � squares in every column� and for slope � � we apply
a similar argument with rows��
For the squares intersected by h we go through all the points of P

lying in them� and for each such point we test its membership in R� The
uniform distribution implies that the number of points processed in this
phase is O�t� � O�

p
n� �such points are marked as full circles in Fig� �� �

In remains to account for the weight of points in grid squares which
are completely contained in R� This can be done row by row� using the
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fact that such squares form a contiguous interval in every row� The total
weights of points in each such segment of each row are computed in ad�
vance� thus we only need a constant time per row for the query answering�
The total memory requirement is O�n��
For a higher dimension d we can proceed quite similarly� dividing the

unit cube into a grid of cubes with sides n���d� The bounding hyperplane
of a given halfspace R always intersects only O�n����d� grid cubes� The
cubes completely contained in the query halfspace can be processed by
columns parallel to one �arbitrarily chosen� coordinate axis� In this way
we get a data structure with O�n� storage and O�n����d� query time for
uniformly distributed point sets in the unit cube� as required by formula
����
This time also the generalization to simplex range searching is straight�

forward� We associate a suitable one�dimensional data structure for range
searching in intervals with every column of the grid� we leave the details
to the reader�
It is quite conceivable that this simple data structure is the most prac�

tical option for simplex range searching with linear space� at least for
roughly uniformly distributed sets �this method somewhat resembles the
quadtrees� see �PS
���� For point sets which are not uniformly distributed
this simple approach fails� and all known methods with query time close
to n����d are considerably more complicated�

Lower bounds� Lower bounds are due to Chazelle and his students� previ�
ous weaker results were obtained by Fredman �Fre	��� The basic work �Cha	��
bounds from below the computational complexity of simplex range searching
with weights from a suitable semigroup� In order to formulate this result� we
have to de�ne an appropriate model of computation� the so�called arithmetic
model originally introduced by Yao and Fredman as means for lower bound
proofs�

Roughly speaking� the arithmetic model only considers the number of semi�
group operations needed to compute the answer to a query� Certain partial
sums of the point weights are precomputed and stored in memory� such partial
sums are called generators� Their number cannot exceed the prescribed storage�
m� The arithmetic model does not at all consider various auxiliary operations
of the algorithm needed in the query answering� such as �nding out which gen�
erators are to be added to yield the result� This is a strength of lower bounds in
the arithmetic model� On the other hand� this model puts various restrictions
on the query answering algorithm� One of the most signi�cant restrictions is
the impossibility of subtractions of the weight� even in the weights happen to
belong a group� Let us now pass to exact de�nitions�

A semigroup �S��� is called faithful if the following holds� For any n � ��
any two distinct subsets A�B � f�� �� � � � � ng and natural numbers �i � �
�i � A�� �j � � �j � B�� there exist elements s�� � � � � sn � S so that

X
i�A

�isi ��
X
j�B

�jsj �

In other words� two linear forms over variables ranging over S are never iden�
tically equal unless they have the same set of variables� Faithfulness is a quite

��



weak condition� An example of a semigroup which is not faithful is ZZ��ZZ� i�e�
f�� �g with addition modulo �� where the identity �x � �y holds� On the other
hand� real numbers both with the operation of addition and with the operation
of pairwise maximum do form faithful semigroups�

In the sequel let �S��� be a �xed faithful semigroup� Any linear form
g�s�� � � � � sn� �

Pn
i�� �isi� where si are variables ranging over S and �i are

nonnegative integers� is called a generator�
It turns out to be advantageous to consider geometric range searching prob�

lems in a more abstract form� To each range searching problem with point set
P � fp�� p�� � � � � png � IRd with a set R of admissible ranges we assign a set
system �P�P�� where P is the system of all subsets of P de�nable by ranges
from R� that is�

P � fP �R� R � Rg � ���

Then we work with this set system only� thus restricting the geometric contents
of the problem to a minimum� This more abstract approach turned out to be
fruitful not only for geometric range searching� see e�g�� �HW	��� �Mat��b��

A set � � fg�� � � � � gmg of generators is called a scheme for the set sys�
tem �P�P�� if for every set Q � P there exist nonnegative integer coe�cients
��� � � � � �m such that for any choice of weights w�p��� � � � � w�pn� � S we have

X
p�Q

w�p� �
mX
i��

�igi�w�p��� � � � � w�pn�� � ���

It is thus required that using the generators of the scheme one can express the
weight of any set Q � P� and this expression must be of the same form for any
choice of weights of the points of P �

A scheme � for �P�P� is called a �t�m��scheme if m � j�j and for every
Q � P the coe�cients in ��� can be chosen in such a way that at most t of the
numbers ��� � � � � �m are nonzero� Then it is natural to de�ne that the geometric
range searching problem with the point set P � set of ranges R and with weights
from �S��� has query complexity at least t in the arithmetic model for storage
m if there is no �t� ��m� scheme for �P�P�� where P is as in ����

Let us pause for a moment to give a simple example of what the gen�
erators might look like in an actual algorithm� Considering Example ����
we have one generator for every canonical interval� namely the sum of
point weights in that interval� Hence each generator is just the sum of
weights over some subset of P � and the answer to a query is computed by
expressing the point set in the query range as a disjoint union of canoni�
cal subsets� therefore all coe�cients in ��� are either � or �� Other range
searching algorithms for semigroup weights also use this more special form
of generators and answer computation� in fact we are not aware of any sin�
gle instance where the more general form allowed by the arithmetic model
would be used�

Lower bounds in the arithmetic model hold only for algorithms computing
the answer �the total weight of points in a query range� using a scheme in the
just de�ned sense� There might thus exist� in principle� a better algorithm
using the speci�c weights in a given range searching problem �while an algo�
rithm covered by the arithmetic model must work �uniformly� for any choice of
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weights�� Lower bounds also do not apply to algorithms using weight subtrac�
tion �if �S��� is a group�� Proving lower bounds valid also for this group case
is one of the main challenges in this area� another one being a proof of lower
bounds for emptiness queries with halfspaces or simplices� Let us remark that
an orthogonal range searching type problem is known where the complexity in
the group model is provably better than in the semigroup model� see �CR����

Now that we have overcome all these de�nitions� we can quote the main
result of �Cha	���

Theorem ��� �Chazelle� Let �S��� be a faithful semigroup� Then for any

�xed dimension d and parameters n�m there exists an n�point set P � IRd such

that the simplex range searching problem with point set P � weights from S and

storage at most m has query complexity at least

 

�
n

logn m��d

�
��

�for d � �	� resp� at least

 

�
np
m

�
�
�

for d � � in the arithmetic model�

The proof of this theorem in fact gives somewhat stronger results� First
of all� P is no arti�cially constructed pathological set� rather it su�ces to
choose it randomly from the uniform distribution in the unit cube ! we
obtain a �hard� set with high probability� Also the hard query simplex
need not be chosen in any too special way� The proof uses� instead of
simplices� so�called slabs� which are the parts of space bounded by two
parallel hyperplanes� The proof shows that for a randomly chosen slab of
a suitable width �among the slabs intersecting the unit cube� the query
complexity is at least as shown by the lower bound formulas� In this sense
��� ��� bound not only the worst case� but also the average case�
It is quite likely that the bound �� holds without the logarithmic

factor in the denominator as well �as is the case in dimension ��� Such an
improvement has an interesting relation to a generalization of a famous
problem of combinatorial geometry� the so�called Heilbronn problem� The
Heilbronn problem itself can be formulated as follows�

Problem �
� For a set P � IR�� let a�P � denote the area of a smallest
triangle with vertices in P � What is the asymptotic behavior of the function
a�n� � supfa�P �� P � ��� ���� jP j � ng �

This is a very nice problem� it has been worked on by many excellent
mathematicians and its complete solution still seems to be quite far of� see
e�g�� �KSP
��� �Rot	�� for a survey of results and references� The following
is a generalization related to Chazelle�s lower bound proof method�

Problem �
� For a set P � IRd� denote by ad�P� k� the smallest volume
of the convex hull of a k�tuple of points of P � What is the asymptotic
behavior of the function ad�n� k� � supfad�P� k�� P � ��� ��d� jP j � ng �
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Chazelle has shown that for a suitably chosen set P in the unit cube
the volume of the convex hull of each k�tuple is at least proportional to
k�n for any k � c logn� with a su�ciently large constant c� In other words�

ad�n� k� � "�k�n� ���

for k � c logn� This is essentially a result about uniform distribution of
the set P � saying that no k�tuple is too clustered �in the sense of volume��
If ��� could also be proved for smaller k� an improvement of �� would
follow immediately�
Such an improvement may not be easy� Known results for the Heil�

bronn problem imply that ��� is false for d � �� k � � �which may con�
tradict intuition somewhat�� However� it is not known that ��� could not
hold for larger but constant k� On the other hand� this connection shows
that by �nding an algorithm for simplex range searching with o�n�m��d�
query complexity in the arithmetic model one would also get a nontrivial
result for the above mentioned di�cult combinatorial problem�
At this point the reader might ask� where the better bound ��� in the

plane comes from� if the generalized Heilbronn�s problem is open for di�
mension � as well as for higher dimensions� The main reason is that in
dimension �� it is easy to construct a point set satisfying ��� for every
k � �� One particular construction� although not the most straightfor�
ward one� is to take a random uniformly distributed set� and throw out
a suitably selected half of the points� In Chazelle�s proof� subsets of P
de�ned by slabs are considered� and what matters is the one�dimensional
distribution of the orthogonal projection of each such subset onto the axis
of the corresponding slab� To obtain ��� it su�ces to show that for most
of the slabs� one can select half of the points from the projection with a
good one�dimensional distribution in the sense of ����

In spite of Theorem ��� one might hope for better algorithms in some par�
ticular cases� such as for halfspace range searching� or for simplex emptiness
queries etc� A better algorithm is known essentially for one special case only�
namely for halfspace emptiness queries� or for halfspace range reporting queries
�see section ����� On the other hand� it seems that both simplex emptiness
queries and halfspace range counting should be approximately equally di�cult
as the general simplex range searching problem� This was partially substan�
tiated in �BCP��� a �CR���� Br!onnimann et al� �BCP��� showed that under
similar assumptions as in Theorem ��� the halfspace range searching problem
for an n�point set with storage at most m has query complexity at least

 

��
n

log n

��� d��
d�d���

�m��d

�

in the arithmetic model� This bound might still be lower than the actual com�
plexity� but at least it shows that the halfspace range searching problem with
arbitrary weights is more di�cult than the halfspace emptiness problem� where
a query time of approximately n�m��bd��c can be achieved�

Chazelle and Rosenberg �CR��� consider the simplex range reporting prob�
lem� Their model of computation is di�erent than in the previous results� they
use the so�called pointer machine� They prove that for any data structure oc�
cupying space at most m there exists a halfspace for which the reporting query
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requires time at least  �n����m��d � k�� where k denotes the number of points
in that halfspace�

The papers of Chazelle et al� on lower bounds may please the reader
as a nice piece of mathematics� but the conclusions for the simplex range
searching problem are quite pessimistic� For instance� if we want to im�
prove the query complexity K�times compared to the trivial algorithm
�consisting of inspection of every point of P � in dimension ��� it costs
storage of the order K��� Since we pass from a trivial algorithm to a more
complicated one� we may expect that the hidden constants of proportion�
ality will work against us� Nontrivial algorithms can thus be practically
useful for a really small dimension only� This is� however� quite a fre�
quent feature of computational geometry algorithms� as we have already
mentioned in the introduction�

� Algorithms with approximately linear space

We divide our discussion of simplex range searching algorithms into two parts�
First we consider algorithms using linear or nearly linear storage� then algo�
rithms attaining a short � polylogarithmic � query time� As was explained
above� the latter algorithms require quite large space� of the order nd� These
two groups of algorithms have been investigated separately in the literature�
and more attention has been paid to linear space algorithms� which are usually
more complicated and more interesting� Algorithms with memory requirements
in between these two extremes can often be obtained by a more or less straight�
forward combination of algorithms of the two mentioned types�

Most of nontrivial algorithms with linear space �nontrivial meaning with
substantially sublinear query time� are based on the idea of partition trees due
to Willard �Wil	��� We will explain it in a simple form for halfplane range
searching�

Let P be an n�point set in the plane� For simplicity we assume that n is of
the form k and that P is in general position� Let �� be an arbitrarily chosen
line halving P �n�� points lie below �� and n�� points above ���� The classical
ham�sandwich cut theorem� see e�g�� �Ede	�� guarantees the existence of another
line �� such that each of the  regions A�� A�� A�� A� into which ��� �� partition
the plane contains exactly n� points of P � see �g� ��a�� Consider an arbitrary
halfplane R with the bounding line h� It is easy to see that h cannot intersect
all  regions A�� A�� A�� A�� and hence one of them� Ai� lies completely outside
R or completely inside R�

If we precompute the total weight of points in each Aj� we can process all
points of the region Ai missed by h in a single step� thus saving �
" of the work
on the query answering compared to the trivial method� This is not signi�cant
for the asymptotic complexity� but a similar saving can be repeated recursively
in each of the remaining � regions� Continuing in a similar manner also in a
larger depth� the complexity is decreased signi�cantly�

A data structure based on this idea� a partition tree� has a root containing
the coordinates of the partitioning lines ��� �� as well as the total weights of
points in the  regions� The root has  sons� corresponding to the  regions
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Figure �� �a� Ham�sandwich cut theorem� �b� Two levels of the recursive con�
struction� For the halfplane R� the regions bounded by thick lines are processed
as wholes�

A�� � � � � A�� and the ith son is the root of a partition tree constructed similarly
for the set P � Ai� This recursive construction terminates after reaching small
enough sets� say one�point ones�

To answer a query with a halfplane R� we start in the root of the parti�
tion tree� We �nd the region missed by the boundary of R and we process it
immediately �ignoring it if it lies outside R� otherwise storing its weight to a
global variable for accumulating the total weight�� For the remaining � regions
we proceed similarly in the corresponding � sons of the root� When we reach a
leaf of the partition tree with a trivially small set we process the point stored
there directly�

If T �n� denotes the query time for an n�point set� we get the recurrence

T �k� 	 C � �T �k��� �

with an initial condition T ��� 	 C� where C denotes a suitable constant� This
gives a bound T �k� � O��k�� Both the construction and the analysis can
be extended to an arbitrary value of n� and we obtain T �n� � O�nlog� �� 

O�n���	��� thus a signi�cantly sublinear function indeed� It is easy to verify
that the described data structure occupies O�n� space only�

The above de�ned partition tree can also be used for answering triangular
range queries� The query answering algorithm is very similar� In a current node
of the partition tree� we process the regions missed by the boundary of the query
triangle 	 directly �since they lie completely inside 	 or completely outside 	��
and for regions intersected by the boundary of 	 we proceed recursively in the
appropriate sons of the current node�
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Here we cannot argue that in every node the recursion visits at most � of
its sons� Rather we note that 	 is an intersection of � halfplanes� and it is
not di�cult to check that any node of the partition tree visited by the query
answering algorithm for the triangle 	 will also be visited when answering the
query with at least one of the � halfplanes� Thus the query time for triangles
is of the same order as the query time for halfplanes�

Early improvements and generalizations of partition trees
 The
idea of a partition tree is simple but by no means obvious� Improving
the above described construction and generalizing it to higher dimensions
was not easy either� and the history resembles athletic records somewhat�
Willard himself found a somewhat better construction than the one we
have described� with query time of the form O�n�� with 	 � ��		� Edels�
brunner and Welzl �EW
�� improved the above presented method by a bet�
ter application of the ham sandwich cut theorem� Instead of dividing each
of the regions A�� � � � � A� independently� they bisect both A� and A� simul�
taneously by a single line� and similarly for A� and A�� Proceeding recur�
sively in this way� they obtain the recurrence T �n� � C�T �n����T �n���
leading to the bound 	 � ������ The preprocessing time for the partition
tree construction is O�n logn� and it relies on a sophisticated linear�time
algorithm for the ham�sandwich cut theorem for linearly separated point
sets due to Megiddo�
A �rst generalization for dimension �� with 	 � ���
� was obtained by

F� Yao �Yao
��� who showed the possibility of partitioning a point set in IR�

into 
 parts of relative size at most ��� by � planes� This was improved
by Dobkin and Edelsbrunner �DE
� �	 � ������� Edelsbrunner and Huber
�EH
� �	 � ������ and Yao et al� �YDEP
�� �	 � ��
�

�� The latter
authors re�discovered a result of Hadwiger� namely that any point set in
IR� can be partitioned into 
 equal parts by � planes� They organize the
recursive construction in a similar way as �EW
��� Avis �Avi
� noted that
a partitioning of a point set in IRd into �d equal parts by d hyperplanes
is not possible in general for d � �� For d � � the existence of such a
partition was recently established by Ramos �private communication by
H� Edelsbrunner��
Cole �Col
�� found a construction in dimension  giving 	 � ���		� and

shortly after that Yao and Yao �YY
�� showed the existence of a nontrivial
simplex range searching algorithm with linear space in any �xed dimension�
although their exponent 	 � �log���

d	 ����d only di�ers from � by a very
small amount� Let us describe the beautiful construction of Yao and Yao�s
partition scheme�
First� the discrete point set P is replaced by a continuous� everywhere

positive mass distribution 
� each point p � P is replaced by a small
dense ball of radius � and weight �	 � plus a light nebula of total weight �
spreading out to in�nity� It is easy to show that is � � � is small enough�
a good partition scheme for 
 will also be good for the original point
set P � This passage to a continuous setting enables to apply topological
arguments �and it is used e�g�� in proofs of the ham�sandwich cut theorem��
The construction of the partition scheme proceeds by induction on the

space dimension d� Given 
� one constructs a point C�
� �the mass center�
and a set #�
�� which consists of a �nite number of pieces of hyperplanes
and whose removal partitions IRd into the desired regions� For d � ��
C�
� is the �unique� point bisecting 
 and #�
� � fC�
�g� Now let d � �
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and let S be the hyperplane perpendicular to the xd�axis and bisecting

� For any vector v with a positive xd�coordinate� we de�ne two �d 	 ���
dimensional mass distributions in S� denoted by 
�v and 
�v � The mass
distribution 
�v arises by projecting the mass from the halfspace above S
into S in direction of 	v� and similarly 
�v arises by projecting the mass
from the lower halfspace along �v� The hyperplane S can be identi�ed
with IRd��� and thus the points C�
�v �� C�


�
v � � S are de�ned� A key

claim Yao and Yao prove by topological means is that there exists v such
that C�
�v � and C�


�
v � coincide� For such a v� we set C�
� � C�
�v � and

#�
� � S 
 fx� tv� t � �� x � #�
�v �g 
 fx	 tv� t � �� x � #�
�v �g

This �nishes the de�nition of the partition� it turns out that C�
� and #�
�
are unique� Moreover� the partition de�nes �d regions� each containing ��d

fraction of the total mass� and that each hyperplane avoids at least one of
the regions�
All the above mentioned algorithms are based on theorems of a topo�

logical �avor� such as the ham�sandwich cut theorem or the Borsuk�Ulam
theorem� They always use some partition scheme� which is a way of par�
titioning the space into several regions �usually bounded by hyperplanes��
depending on the given point set� The crucial property of such a partition
is that for any hyperplane� the regions intersected by it contain signi��
cantly fewer points than the whole set� The quality of a partition scheme
is determined by the maximum number of regions which can be intersected
by a hyperplane and by the maximum number of points contained in such
regions� From a given partition scheme one then builds a partition tree in
a more or less standard way� These algorithms usually have a polynomial
but slow preprocessing �especially in higher dimensions��
Many researchers tried to �nd more e�cient partition schemes� but it

seemed that simple constructions could not be improved� and the analysis
of more complicated constructions was too involved�

A randomized partition scheme
 A signi�cant breakthrough was
made by Haussler and Welzl �HW
	�� They were among the �rst �to�
gether with Clarkson and a few others� to bring probabilistic methods
into computational geometry in a larger extent� They introduced an ab�
stractly formulated range searching problem �speci�ed as a set system
����� and started building a theory of such abstract problems� The parti�
tion scheme used in their algorithm is also of a new type� with large and
adjustable number of regions �the asymptotic query complexity improves
with increasing of the number of regions�� The partitioning scheme can be
described quite simply �we do it in the plane�� For a suitable large constant
r� pick a random r�tuple of points of P � and draw all the

�
r
�

�
lines deter�

mined by these points� These lines partition the plane into the desired
regions� Haussler a Welzl proved that with high probability� the partition
tree arising in this way guarantees query time O�n�� with 	 � ��� � ��
where � is a positive constant tending to � with r � �� In dimension d
one gets 	 � �	���d�d	�������� The partition tree can be constructed
in O�n logn� expected time by a randomized algorithm� later on also a
deterministic construction of the same asymptotic complexity was found
�Mat����

Spanning trees with low crossing numbers
 Query time close
to
p
n in the plane was �rst achieved by Welzl �Wel

�� He abandoned

the principle of a partition tree constructed recursively using a partition

�	



scheme with a constant�bounded number of regions� and he replaced it by
the idea of a spanning tree with low crossing number� This notion is worth
explaining�
Consider a point set P in the plane and some spanning tree T on P � i�e�

a graph�theoretic tree having P as its vertex set� We say that a halfplane
R crosses an edge fu� vg of T � if jR � fu� vgj � �� The crossing number of
T with respect to the halfplane R is the number of edges of T crossed by
R� and the crossing number of T is the maximum of crossing numbers of
T with respect to all halfplanes�
Let T be a spanning tree on P with a �possibly small� crossing number

� For simplicity� let us moreover assume that T is a path �from known
algorithms for constructing a spanning tree with low crossing number we
can always obtain a path if we want one�� For any given halfplane R�
there are at most � � components of the induced subgraph of T on the
set P � R� Each such component is an interval along the path T � Thus�
having a suitable one�dimensional interval range searching data structure
for intervals along T � we can answer the halfplane query by performing
 � � interval queries� of course� provided that we know the edges of T
crossed by the halfplane R� This explains the signi�cance of the spanning
trees with low crossing number for halfplane range searching�
The notion of crossing number of a spanning tree can immediately

be generalized to an arbitrary dimension d �with halfspaces in place of
halfplanes�� and it even makes sense for an arbitrary set system �P�P� �a
set Q � P crosses an edge fu� vg if jfu� vg � Qj � �� and one continues
as in the previous de�nition�� Welzl proves a general existence result
for spanning trees with low crossing number in this abstract formulation�
The resulting crossing number is a function of a certain parameter of the
considered set system� the so�called dual shatter function��
We cannot resist giving the de�nition of this important notion� Let

A  P be a subsystem of sets from P � Let us call two points x� y � P
A�equivalent if x � Q � y � Q for every Q � A� Then for an integer m
we de�ne the value of the dual shatter function ��P�m� as the maximum
number of A�equivalence classes on P � over all m�element A  P � For
example� for the set system de�ned by triangles on an n�point set in the
plane� the dual shatter function satis�es ��P �m� � O�m��� This is because
by drawing the contours of m triangles is the plane partitioned into O�m��
regions� In general� if �P�m� � Cmd for constants C� d and � � m � n�
Welzl�s theorem guarantees the existence of a spanning tree with crossing
number O�n����d logn� for �P�P��
Returning to the case of halfspaces in IRd� we get that Welzl�s theorem

implies the existence of a spanning tree with crossing numberO�n����d logn�
for any n�point set in IRd� Later on Chazelle and Welzl �CW
�� improved
the bound on the crossing number in this geometric setting to O�n����d��
which is asymptotically optimal� �� In this way they proved an almost opti�
mal upper bound for the query complexity for the simplex range searching

�A primal shatter function also exists� but it is not signi�cant for spanning trees with low
crossing number�

�A recent result of Haussler �Hau��� implies that the bound without log n also holds in
Welzl�s abstract theorem�

	The problem of spanning tree with low crossing number in the plane belongs to the
relatively few in computational geometry where someone worked on a more exact determining
of the constant of proportionality� Welzl �Wel��� showed that the optimal crossing number
lies between

p
n and ����� � o��

p
n in the worst case�
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problem in the arithmetic model �which we have discussed in connection
with the lower bounds�� They even get a certain characterization of set
systems admitting a sublinear query complexity in the arithmetic model�
However� their method does not automatically give an e�cient algorithm
in the usual sense� We have already mentioned where the di�culty lies�
We know that the boundary of the query simplex or halfspace only crosses
few edges of the spanning tree� but it is not clear how to �nd these edges
e�ciently� In general� this problem seems almost as di�cult as the original
simplex range searching problem� Chazelle and Welzl managed to solve
this additional complication in dimensions � and �� thus obtaining the
�rst almost optimal algorithms� Before leaving the spanning trees with
low crossing number� let us mention that they found many other algorith�
mic applications �e�g�� �Aga���� �EGH�
��� and even purely combinatorial
applications� see �MWW��� or the contribution of J� Pach in �GPS����

Further developments
 The paper �MW��� stands somewhat aside
from this �mainstream�� It describes an essentially di�erent method for
answering halfplane range queries� based on a combinatorial lemma of
Erd$os and Szekeres� and it yields O�

p
n logn� query time with O�n logn�

space� This method can also be used for triangles� but only if the point
weights can be subtracted� There does not seem to be much hope for
generalizing this method into higher dimensions� On the other hand� it is
an easily implementable algorithm with small constants of proportionality�
which cannot be said about most of the other algorithms�
Chazelle et al� �CSW��� discovered a simplex range searching algorithm

for an arbitrary dimension� with n��� space and O�n����d��� query time�
for an arbitrarily small positive constant �� They thus approached the
lower bound up to a factor of n� �for this reason they call the algorithm
quasi�optimal�� Their method returns to recursively constructed partition
trees� For a single point set� however� they construct not one but several
partition schemes at the same time� in such a way that for any halfspace R
at least one of these schemes is su�ciently e�cient� The construction then
recurses for the point set in each of the regions of each partition scheme�
which leads to a larger memory requirement� n���� As indicated above�
if one partition scheme is good for all halfspaces� then it is also good for
simplices� but if we must use several schemes it may happen that none of
them is good for simplices� For this reason Chazelle et al� apply so�called
multilevel data structures to handle the simplex queries �see section �����

Simplicial partitions� The paper �Mat��b� returns to a single partition
scheme� whose parameters are asymptotically optimal for all halfspaces� and
thus also for simplices� The partition is constructed by a suitable generalization
of Welzl�s construction of spanning trees with a low crossing number �Wel		��
Let us describe these partition schemes� For simplicity� we only formulate the
following de�nition for a point set in general position�

Let P be an n�point set in IRd in general position� A simplicial partition for

P is a collection
# � f�P��$��� � � � � �Pm�$m�g�

where the Pi are disjoint subsets of P �called the classes� forming a partition
of P � and each $i is a d�dimensional simplex containing the set Pi�

Let us remark that the simplices need not be disjoint and the simplex $i
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may also contain other points of P than those of Pi� see �g� �� Although it
is not clear why this should make the construction of a partition scheme any
easier� no partition schemes of a comparable e�ciency as in Theorem �� below
but with disjoint regions are known�
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Figure �� A simplicial partition �points of di�erent classes are marked by dif�
ferent symbols��

If h is a hyperplane and $ a simplex� we say that h crosses $ if it intersects
it �for simplices of lower dimension than d appearing when we deal sets in
degenerate positions the de�nition of crossing is somewhat more complicated��
Further we de�ne the crossing number of the simplicial partition # with respect

to h as the number of simplices of # crossed by h� and the crossing number of

# is the maximum of the crossing numbers with respect to all hyperplanes�
The main theorem of �Mat��b� is as follows�

Theorem ��� Let P be an n�point set in IRd �d � �	� r a parameter� � 

r 	 n��� Then there exists a simplicial partition for P satisfying n�r 	 jPij 	
�n�r for every class Pi �thus with O�r� classes	 and with crossing number � �
O�r����d��

The crossing number in this result is asymptotically optimal� The paper
�Mat��b� also gives an algorithm for constructing such a simplicial partition�
with O�n log r� running time for su�ciently small r �r 	 n� for a certain small
constant � � ��d� � ���

Construction of simplicial partitions
 The construction is based
on an application of cuttings �see the box on page ���	� The �rst step


The use cuttings replaces another argument from the otherwise similar Welzl�s construc

tion of spanning trees with low crossing number in �Wel���� The application of cuttings makes
use of more of the geometric properties� This is not accidental� as Alon et al� �AHW��� showed
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is the choice of a suitable �nite �test set� H of hyperplanes� such that
whenever the crossing number of a simplicial partition # with respect to
every h � H is bounded by some number � then the crossing number of
# with respect to any hyperplane is O� � r����d�� The test set H has
size O�r� and it is constructed using cuttings in the dual space�
With such a test setH at our disposal� the relation of cuttings to a small

crossing number of a simplicial partition is the following� If % is a ���t��
cutting for H � then the total number of incidences among the simplices of
% and the hyperplanes of H is at most j%jjH j�t �since any simplex of % has
at most jH j�t incidences�� and hence the average number of simplices of
% crossed by a hyperplane of H is j%j�t� The total number of simplices in
% is r � O�td�� and hence the crossing number with respect to an average
hyperplane of H is O�td��� � O�r����d�� The cutting itself thus gives
a simplicial partition whose crossing number with respect to an average
hyperplane of H is asymptotically optimal� There are two shortcomings�
however� First� the points of P need not be equally distributed among
the simplices of %� and second� although the average crossing number is
optimal� there might be some hyperplanes with bad crossing numbers�
These are �xed by an incremental construction of # using the so�called

reweighting strategy� imitating Welzl�s construction
� The simplicial par�
tition # is constructed step by step� one pair �Pi�&i� at a time� Suppose
that �P��&�� thru �Pi�&i� have already been constructed� jPj j � dn�re�
j � �� � � � � i� The set 'Pi � P n �P� 
 � � � 
 Pi� of points not yet covered
has ni � n 	 idn�re points� For a hyperplane h � H � let i�h� be the
number of simplices among &�� � � � �&i crossed by h� and assign a weight
wi�h� � �

�i�h� to every h � H � We let %i be a ���t��cutting for H�wi� that
is� the sum of the wi weights of the hyperplanes intersecting any simplex &
of %i is at most ���t� of the total wi weight of all hyperplanes� We choose
t as large as possible but in such a way that the total number of simplices
of %i does not exceed r�ni�n�� and therefore we can �nd a simplex of
%i containing at least n�r points from 'Pi� Such a simplex then becomes
&i��� and the set Pi�� is chosen as some dn�re points of 'Pi among those
contained in &i���
This �nishes the description of the construction� and one now has to

prove that the resulting simplicial partition indeed has the required cross�
ing number� One bounds the increment of the total weight of all hyper�
planes of H caused by adding one new simplex &i�� to the simplicial
partition� this yields an estimate on the total weight of all hyperplanes
after the last stage� and from this bound it follows that no hyperplane can
give too big a crossing number� we refer e�g�� to �Mat��b� for the detailed
calculation�

By a recursive application of the simplicial partition from Theorem ���
a partition tree is created in a standard way� For a given set P we �nd a
simplicial partition # �with a suitable choice of the parameter r� and we store
its simplices as well as the total weights of points in the classes of # in the
root of the partition tree� Each class of the simplicial partition corresponds

that for certain set systems there exists no e�cient partition scheme with a constant
bounded
number of regions� although the dual shatter function is small and a spanning tree with low
crossing number thus exists�

�Probably it will be no surprise to the reader that a similar strategy was also used by Erd�os
much earlier�
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Cuttings

A cutting is a �nite set of closed simplices �here a simplex means an intersection
of d�� halfspaces� hence also unbounded �simplices� are allowed� with disjoint
interiors covering IRd� Let H be a set of n hyperplanes in IRd and r a parameter�
� � r � n� A cutting % is called a ���r��cutting for H provided that the
interior of no simplex of % is intersected by more than n�r hyperplanes of H �
Sometimes it is useful to consider also a weighted version� where a nonnegative
weight function w � H � IR is given� and the sum of weights of hyperplanes
intersecting any simplex of a ���r��cutting should not exceed ��r of the total
weight of all hyperplanes of H �

The notion of a cutting is a basis of many geometric algorithms of the
�divide and conquer� type dealing with hyperplanes� A computational problem
concerning a set H of hyperplanes is partitioned into subproblems de�ned by
the simplices of a ���r��cutting� each involving r� fewer hyperplanes than the
original problem� This dividing strategy was developed in the works of Clarkson�
Haussler and Welzl and others� The cuttings are considered explicitly in the
papers of Chazelle and Friedman �CF��� and of the author �Mat���� the name
and the current de�nition were given in �Mat��c��

For applications it is important that the number of simplices in a cutting
is as small as possible� Chazelle and Friedman �CF��� showed that for every
H and r there exists a ���r��cutting consisting of O�rd� simplices� This result
is asymptotically optimal� and it applies also to the weighted version� E�cient
computation of cuttings is considered in �CF���� �Mat��c�� �Mat��b�� �Cha����

to one subtree of the root� where the construction is used recursively for the
points in the corresponding classes� When answering a query with a halfspace
R� we process the simplices lying completely inside R or completely outside R
directly in the current node� and for the simplices crossing the boundary of R
we recursively descend into the appropriate subtrees� For the query time� we
thus obtain the recurrence

T �n� 	 f�r� � �T ��n�r� � ���

where � � O�r����d� is the crossing number of the simplicial partitions and
f�r� is the cost of the auxiliary computations in one node of the partition tree�
i�e� �nding the crossing simplices and computing the total weight of points in
simplices lying completely inside the query halfspace R� If we simply inspect
all the simplices of the simplicial partition and test their position with respect
to R� we have f�r� � O�r��

We must now choose a suitable value of the parameter r� If we take a large
constant for r �similarly as it was done in previous partition tree constructions��

��� yields T �n� � O�n����d���� where � tends to � as r ��� We can� however�
also choose r as some function of n �more exactly� of the number of points in
the current node of the partition tree�� e�g�� a small power of n� Our interest
is even to take r as large as possible� A larger r means a more branching� thus
more shallow partition tree� and since we lose a constant factor in the query
answering e�ciency at every level of the partition tree� the more shallow tree the
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Geometric duality

In the plane� duality is a mapping assigning points to lines and lines to
points� There are various versions of duality considered in the literature� for
most applications� the di�erences among them are unessential� For de�niteness�
we work with the duality D de�ned as follows� A point p � �a� b� has a dual line
D�p� � � � f�x� y�� y � �ax	 bg� and conversely the image D��� of such a line
� is the point p � �a� b�� This de�nes the image of every point and of every line
except for vertical ones �vertical lines correspond to points in the in�nity of the
projective plane��

It is easy to check that for any point q and a non�vertical line h� q lies
on h i� the point D�h� lies on the line D�q�� Moreover� q lies above h i� D�h�
lies above D�q�� These properties of geometric duality often allow a much more
intuitive formulation of geometric problems by passing to dual objects�

Similarly is duality de�ned between the points and hyperplanes in the d�
dimensional space� The duality D maps the point p � �a�� a�� � � � � ad� to the
hyperplane D�p� � f�x�� x�� � � � � xd�� xd � �a�x���a�x�� � � ���ad��xd��	adg
and conversely� An analog of the above mentioned properties for the planar case
holds �duality preserves incidences and above�below relation�� For example� if
we want to count points lying below a hyperplane� the dual problem is counting
the number of hyperplanes above a given point�

Further information about geometric duality can be found in the book
�Ede
	��

better� On the other hand� we must not overdo it� since otherwise the term f�r�
in the recurrence ��� becomes an obstacle� This means that if the number of
simplices of the simplicial partition were� say� comparable to n� then already the
auxiliary computations ��nding the crossing simplices� summing the weights�
would take more time than we can a�ord� By a suitable compromise� where r
is a su�ciently small power of n� we obtain query time O�n����d logc n�� where
c is some constant �which we better don�t try to estimate�� In this situation�
the preprocessing time is O�n logn��

In order to use a more shallow partition tree without f�r� getting too
large� we can start building various auxiliary data structures for the above
mentioned computations in each node of the partition tree� In �Mat��b�
this method is pursued� and with much more complicated data structures
one gets an asymptotically better query time O�n����d�log logn�c��
In �Mat��c� the author succeeded in reducing the query complexity

for simplex range searching with linear space to O�n����d�� The method
is technically somewhat complicated and it is based on similar ideas as
mentioned above plus an application of so�called hierarchical cuttings from
Chazelle�s work �Cha���� This result is optimal in dimension � and most
likely also in higher dimensions� see section �� However� the preprocessing
time is O�n����� while an ideal one would be O�n logn�� Thus� there is
still room for improvement� and there is also the challenge of �nding a
simpler optimal algorithm�
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Hyperplane arrangements

Let us consider a �nite set H of lines in the plane� These lines divide the
plane into convex sets �called cells� sometimes also the word faces is used� of
various dimension� see the �gure� The cells of dimensions �� or ��cells for short�
are the intersections of the lines of H � and we call them vertices� If we remove all
vertices lying on a line h � H � the line h is split into two open semiin�nite rays
and a �nite number of open segments� These segments and rays form the ��cells
or edges� Finally� by removing all the lines of H is the plane partitioned into
open convex polygons �also unbounded ones�� which are the ��cells� Similarly
a �nite set H of hyperplanes in IRd de�nes a decomposition of IRd into cells of
dimensions �� �� � � � � d�
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This decomposition is a cell complex in the sense of algebraic topology� and
it is called the arrangement of H � For a �xed d� the total number of cells of
all dimensions is bounded by O�jH jd�� This bound is best possible for H in
general position� in this case it is not too di�cult to obtain an exact formula
for the number of cells of each dimension� Hyperplane arrangements are one
of basic objects of study in computational geometry� see e�g� �Ede
	� for more
information�

� Algorithms with logarithmic query time

Halfspace range searching� A logarithmic query time is essentially achieved
by precomputing all possible answers and storing them in a suitable data struc�
ture� It is more natural to consider an equivalent dual version of the problem
�see the box on page � for the de�nition of duality��

Problem ��� Let H be a set of n hyperplanes in IRd equipped with weights�
For a query point q� �nd the sum of weights of the hyperplanes lying above	 q�

The answer obviously remains constant for points q lying in the same cell of
the arrangement of H �see the box on page �
�� We can thus construct the
arrangement� compute and store the weight for each cell� and then it su�ces
to detect the cell containing a query point and return the precomputed answer�

�This re
formulation follows by our special choice of the duality transform� In general� one
can consider the problem of �nding the total weight of the hyperplanes separating a query
point from a �xed point o� Such problems can be converted to each other by projective
transforms�
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Point location

The point location problem is the following� Given a subdivision of IRd into
convex cells� construct a data structure which can quickly determine the cell of
the subdivision containing a query point�

Let m denote the combinatorial complexity of the subdivision �the total
number of cells of all dimensions�� In the plane� several optimal data structures
are known� with O�m� space and preprocessing time and with O�logn� query
time� see e�g�� �Sei��a� for a modern randomized method or the references to
older works in �Ede
	�� For dimension �� a method with a polylogarithmic query
time and nearly linear space was described in �PT���� but for dimension  and
higher no data structure with a comparable e�ciency has been found for general
subdivisions�

A hyperplane arrangement is a very special subdivision of space� and here
e�cient point location methods are known in an arbitrary dimension� The �rst
such algorithm� due to Clarkson �Cla
	�� requires O�nd��� space and prepro�
cessing time and it performs the location in O�log n� time� By various technical
improvements of the same basic idea� Chazelle and Friedman �CF� obtained an
algorithm with the same query time and with optimal O�nd� space� A concep�
tually much simpler method was discovered by Chazelle �Cha���� with the same
space and query time and also with O�nd� preprocessing� The algorithms from
these three papers are based on hierarchies of progressively re�ned cuttings�
similarly as the algorithm described in section ��

The preprocessing can be done in O�nd� time� see e�g� �Ede	��� �CSW���� For
dimensions � and �� e�cient methods are known for fast point location in an
arbitrary subdivision of the space into convex cells� For higher dimensions�
special methods have been developed for point location in hyperplane arrange�
ments �see the box on page ���� This gives a halfspace range searching method
with O�nd� space and preprocessing time and O�log n� query time� The space
and preprocessing time can even be reduced somewhat �approximately by a
factor of logd n� with the same query time� as was shown in �Mat��c��

Here we explain a simple algorithm formulated directly for the problem 
���
point location algorithms for hyperplane arrangements are similar� It is a nice
application of the notion of cuttings� see the box on page ���

The data structure is� as usual� a tree� and each node corresponds to some
subset of hyperplanes of H� The construction starts in the root� which cor�
responds to the whole H� We choose a large constant r and we construct a
���r��cutting % � f$�� � � � �$sg for H� By theorems on the existence of cut�
tings� we can assume s 	 Crd� where C is an absolute constant independent of
r� For every simplex $i � % let Hi be the set of hyperplanes of H intersect�
ing its interior� and let wi be the total weight of hyperplanes lying completely
above the interior of $i� The cutting % and the weights wi are stored in the
root� and for every i � �� �� � � � � s we build a subtree corresponding to Hi by a
recursive application of the same procedure� The recursion terminates as soon
as we reach sets of hyperplanes smaller than a suitably chosen constant� Then�
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instead of a further recursion� we store the corresponding set of hyperplanes in
a leaf of the constructed tree�

The total weight of hyperplanes above a query point q is determined as
follows� For the cutting stored in the root� we �nd the simplex $i containing
q �in constant time� since r was a constant�� This gives us the total weight
wi of the hyperplanes from H nHi lying above q� and it remains to determine
the total weight of hyperplanes of Hi above q� This is computed by a recursive
application of the same method on the subtree corresponding to Hi� In this
way we reach a leaf of the tree after O�logn� steps and we process the several
hyperplanes stored there directly�

Let us look at the space requirements of this data structure� The space S�n�
needed for n hyperplanes can be bounded using the recurrence relation

S�n� 	 Crd �CrdS�n�r� �

The resulting bound is S�n� � O�nd���� where � � � can be made arbitrarily
small by choosing r large enough�

The above described hierarchy of progressively re�ning cuttings is some�
what wasteful� On each level we lose one additional constant factor� which
is re�ected in the total space requirement� This e�ect can be restricted
by making r larger� but then the searching in the cutting in a single node
becomes expensive� Chazelle �Cha��� succeeded in overcoming this� his
method produces a hierarchy of progressively re�ning cuttings� where the
�nest cutting on the last level has a total size O�nd� only� instead of nd���
Chazelle�s method is also explained in �Mat��b� in a somewhat simpli�ed
form�

Simplex range searching� Since about n
 subsets of an n point set in the
plane can be de�ned by a triangle� storing all possible answers for the triangle
range searching problem requires at least about n
 space� Such an approach
was used by Edelsbrunner et al� �EKM	��� and their solution requires space
of the order n�� A signi�cant reduction of the space requirement� to O�n�����
was achieved by Cole and Yap �CY	
�� their method is based on an idea re�
sembling multilevel data structures �see section ����� They also give an O�n���
space data structure for ��dimensional simplex range searching� Another pa�
per considering the reporting in the planar case is �PY	��� A general method
for simplex range searching with storage approximately nd for arbitrary point
weights and arbitrary dimension was found relatively recently by Chazelle et

al�� more about it in section ���� Space and preprocessing time are O�nd��� and
query time is O�logd�� n�� The space and preprocessing time were improved
in �Mat��c�� using Chazelle�s hierarchy of cuttings �Cha����

� Extensions and examples of applications

��� Halfspace range reporting and other special situations

The halfspace range searching problem with only emptiness queries or report�
ing queries turned out to have more e�cient solutions than the general simplex
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range searching problem� It seems that the actual query complexity for halfs�
pace range reporting with space at most m might be approximately

n

m��bd��c
� k � �	�

where k denotes the number of points in the query halfspace� In particu�
lar� in dimensions � and � algorithms exist with almost linear storage and
O�log n � k� query time� see �CGL	
�� �CP	��� �AHL���� For a higher di�
mension� Clarkson �Cla		a� found an algorithm with space and preprocessing

O�nbd��c��� and query time also O�logn � k�� This result was complemented
in �Mat��a� by an algorithm with O�n log logn� space� O�n logn� preprocess�

ing time and O�n����bd��c logc n� k�� query time �the method is quite similar
to the one for simplex range searching from �Mat��b�� discussed in the end of
section �� By combining these two methods� the complexity given by �	� can
almost be achieved in the whole spectrum of memory requirements� Further
small improvements were described by Schwarzkopf �Sch���� No lower bounds
are known�

Very roughly speaking� we can say that the exponent d in the formula
��� expressing the complexity of simplex range searching originates in the
fact that the combinatorial complexity of an arrangement of n hyperplanes
in IRd is of the order nd� Similarly the exponent bd��c in �
� is closely
related to the worst�case complexity of a polytope de�ned as an intersec�
tion of n halfspaces in IRd� which is of the order nbd��c� see e�g�� �Ede
	��
When we should quickly decide the emptiness of a halfspace or ! in the
dual form ! quickly test whether a given point lies above all hyperplanes
of a given set H � we essentially deal with a problem of point location in a
convex polytope� namely in the upper unbounded cell of the arrangement
of H �

In the dual version of halfspace range reporting� we essentially restrict our
attention to a single cell of the arrangement of the given hyperplanes� and as we
saw� this yields a considerable improvement� Another such special situation is
when our point set lies on a �xed lower dimensional algebraic variety of bounded
degree� or if all hyperplanes bounding the query ranges are tangent to such a
variety� then the range searching results can sometimes be also improved �the
restricted point set case helps for the linear�space case� the restricted ranges for
the large space case� see e�g�� �AM��� for a discussion�� These improvements
use a combinatorial result� a zone theorem of Aronov et al� �APS��b�� The
situations with points on a surface is by no means rare � it arises e�g�� when
dealing with lines in ��dimensional space� see e�g�� �CEGS	���

��� Dynamization

Until now we have considered static range searching problems� where the point
set is given once and for all� In many applications we need to insert new points
or delete old ones from time to time� and it is thus advantageous if we can only
modify the data structure suitably� instead of rebuilding it from scratch after
every change� This problem is called the dynamization of a data structure�
For a dynamic data structure storing n points we probably cannot expect a
better time for one modi�cation than a ��n fraction of the time needed for
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building the whole �static� structure anew� For the simplex and halfspace range
searching problems dynamic structures with this e�ciency �up to small factors�
typically of the order n�� are known� see �SO���� �AS���� �Mat��b�� �AM����
see also �BS	��� �Ove	��� �Meh	� for dynamization in general� It would still
be interesting to get rid of the n� extra factors for� say� the dynamic halfspace
emptiness data structures�

Dynamizing the simplex range searching data structures from �CSW���
or �Mat��b� is quite straightforward� and it is equally easy to dynamize the
linear space halfspace reporting data structure from �Mat��a�� see �AM����
A dynamic version of Clarkson�s halfspace reporting data structure is more
complicated� The source of di�culties here is the fact that the maximal
asymptotic complexity of the convex hull of n points in an odd dimension
d and the preceding even dimension d	� are the same� The change of the
convex hull caused by adding or deleting a single point is proportional to
the complexity of a certain convex hull in dimension d 	 �� For instance�
consider the convex hull of n points in IR�� This is a convex polyhedron
with O�n� vertices� edges and facets� and some vertices can have degrees
close to n� If we keep inserting and deleting such vertices� it seems impos�
sible to maintain an explicit representation of the convex hull �e�g�� as a
planar graph� in time substantially smaller than n for one operation�
For these reasons� among others� several authors investigated dynamic

data structures under the assumption that the update sequence is random
in a suitably de�ned sense and obtained very good update times for this
case� see �Mul��d�� �Mul��c�� �Sch���� In �AM��� a dynamic algorithm was
found� which is e�cient also in the worst case� for an arbitrary update
sequence��� This algorithm does not maintain an explicit representation
of the convex hull� rather it works with certain implicit representation�
Nevertheless� this data structure in connection with other techniques �see
section ���� supports fast answering of various queries concerning the con�
vex hull� such as deciding if a query point lies inside or outside the current
convex hull� computing a tangent hyperplane to the convex hull and con�
taining a given line etc�

��� Multilevel data structures

We �rst explain the idea of multilevel data structures on an example� and then
we introduce some abstract notions for their description�

Let S � fs�� � � � � sng be a set of segments in the plane� We want to con�
struct a data structure which quickly computes the number of segments of S
intersected by a query line h� We permit roughly linear space for the data
structure� Let ai� bi be the endpoints of the segment si� A denotes the set of all
ai and B the set of all bi� We consider computing the number of si such that
ai is above h and bi is below h� The opposite case is solved symmetrically� and
the case of vertical query lines can be treated separately�

Let us consider some partition tree for the set A� for de�niteness� let it be
the partition tree based on simplicial partitions from Theorem ��� with r being
a large constant� Using such a partition tree we can determine� in roughly

p
n

�In the amortized sense� i�e� an individual update time can sometimes be large but the
average over a sequence of n updates is small�
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time� the number of points of A in the halfplane R above h� This does not solve
our problem yet� but we look more closely how the answer is obtained from the
partition tree� The weight of every point from A � R is accounted for in some
of the visited nodes of the tree� In each such node� we �nd the simplices of the
corresponding simplicial partition lying completely inside R� and the weights of
their respective classes are accounted for as wholes�

For each node of the partition tree� let us call the classes of the simplicial
partition stored there the canonical sets� We see that the partition tree provides
a partition of the set A�R into roughly pn canonical sets of various sizes� The
total number of canonical sets in the partition tree is O�n�� and the sum of
their sizes is easily estimated to O�n log n��

For our problem with segments� we augment the partition tree for the set
A as follows� For every canonical set M � A we create a partition tree for the
set M � � fbi� ai � Mg� and we store it with the corresponding node of the
partition tree for A �the partition tree for A is called the primary or �rst level
one� the trees for the sets M � are called the secondary or second level ones��

How does one apply the resulting data structure to the segment counting
problem& First we express the set A�R as a disjoint union of certain canonical
subsets M�� � � � �Mm� and then for each such Mi we use the appropriate sec�
ondary partition tree to count the points of M �

i lying below the line h� Adding
these counts together over all canonical sets Mi� we obtain the desired number
of segments si with ai above h and bi below h�

On the �rst sight it seems that the described two�level data structure should
be much less e�cient than the original partition trees used for its construction�
By a simple calculation we can convince ourselves that this is not the case� and
that the required space is O�n log n� only �this is because of the total size of
the canonical subsets� and the query time remains still close to

p
n� This is

because there are only few large canonical sets in the decomposition of A �R�
and the computation on the second level is fast for small canonical sets�

The principle used in the above example is quite universal� Usually it is
applicable whenever the query is a conjunction of several conditions �or� geo�
metrically� an intersection of several regions� and for each condition �region� we
already have a suitable e�cient data structure�

The idea of multilevel data structures appears in Bentley�s data struc�
tures for orthogonal range searching �Ben
��� In the context of partition
trees such a construction was introduced by Dobkin and Edelsbrunner
�DE
	�� Recently it has been used quite frequently� see e�g�� the papers
�OSS���� �CSW���� �Mat��b�� �AS��� and many others� The descriptions
of such data structures often look complicated� especially if there are more
levels� In �Mat��c� an abstract framework is proposed for description and
analysis of such data structures�
Let us restate the principle of multilevel data structures in a some�

what abstract setting and give two more examples� First we introduce
the notion of decomposition schemes� Consider a range searching problem
in an abstract form� such as we mentioned in section �� It is given by a
set system �P�P�� usually de�ned as in equation ���� From an abstract
point of view� in most range searching algorithms one proceeds as follows�
Another system C�P � of subsets of P � the so�called canonical subsets� is
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de�ned� and a rule is given how to express each range R � P as a disjoint
union of canonical sets from C�P �� Let us call this pair� the set system
C�P � plus the rule how to decompose sets of P � a decomposition scheme
for �P�P��
Such a decomposition scheme can be turned into a range searching

data structure �provided that the decompositions can be found e�ciently��
simply by storing the total weight of points for each canonical subset� and
this is how most of the range searching data structures work� although the
canonical subsets are not mentioned explicitly�
For partition trees as described in section � canonical subsets are the

point sets lying in regions of the partition schemes at the nodes of the parti�
tion tree� For the one�dimensional data structure for range searching with
intervals in Example ���� the canonical subsets are just canonical intervals�
and each interval can be partitioned into O�log n� canonical intervals� In
the data structure for halfspace range searching with logarithmic query
time explained in section �� each node of the tree de�nes canonical sub�
sets corresponding to simplices of the cutting stored in it� If the node
corresponds to a subset G of hyperplanes and &i is one of the simplices in
its cutting� then the corresponding canonical subset is formed by all the
hyperplanes of G lying completely above &i� Any range� which is the set
of hyperplanes lying above a query point� can be expressed as a disjoint
union of O�logn� canonical sets�
In our subsequent development� we need that a decomposition scheme

can operate not only on the system �P�P� itself� but also on systems
induced by subsets of P � This means that for a subset P � � P � we also
have a decomposition scheme for �P �� fP � � R� R � Pg�� This is usually
trivially true for geometric problems� since if we can build a decomposition
scheme for a set we can also build one for its subset� Such a decomposition
scheme will be called a hereditary one�
Let now P be a set of basic objects �not necessarily points� in the initial

example of this section these would be the segments�� Let P��P� be two
set systems on P � and suppose that we have a decomposition scheme D�

for �P�P�� and a hereditary decomposition scheme D� for �P�P��� In the
example with segments� P� would be all subsets of the form fsi � P � ai �
Hg for some halfplane H � and similarly P� � fsi � P � bi � Hg for some
halfplane H � The decomposition scheme for �P�P�� is given by building
the partition tree on the set A of the ai�endpoints� and the decomposition
scheme for �P�P�� by a partition tree on the bi�endpoints �thus formally
we work with sets of segments� although the partition trees actually deal
with their endpoints��
Our goal is to derive a decomposition scheme for a more complicated

system �P�P�� where P consists of all sets of the form R��R� with R� � P�

and R� � P�� In the example with segments� the ranges we are inter�
ested in are indeed of this form� namely the sets of segments whose ai
endpoints lie in an upper halfplane H� and bi endpoints in a lower half�
plane H�� in fact� H� and H� are complementary halfplanes� but we take
no advantage of this� We de�ne what is called the composition of the
decomposition schemes D� and D�� denoted by D � D� � D�� To de�
compose a set R � R� � R� � P � we �rst decompose� using D�� the set
R� � P� into canonical subsets C�� C�� � � � � Cm � C��P �� Then for each
Ci� we consider the decomposition scheme D� operating on the subsys�
tem of P� induced by Ci� and decompose the set Ci � R� into canonical
sets Ci�� Ci�� � � � � Ciki � C��Ci�� The union of these collections for all
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i � �� �� � � � �m gives us a decomposition of R� � R�� The canonical sets
C in the resulting decomposition scheme D will thus be all canonical sets
from C��C� for some C � C��P ��
What we did in the example with segments can thus be rephrased

as �rst composing the two decomposition schemes and then turning the
resulting decomposition scheme into a range searching data structure by
precomputing the weights of all canonical sets� Knowing the parameters
of both the decomposition schemes� it is a routine calculation to derive
the parameters of the composed scheme� The total number of canonical
subsets determines the space requirements of the data structure� and the
maximal number of canonical sets appearing in a decomposition of a range
is related to query time�
As one basic example� let us consider orthogonal range searching� Let

P be an n�point set in IRd� We let Pi be the set system de�ned on P by in�
tervals on the xi�axis� For each �P�Pi� we have the decomposition scheme
Di with canonical sets being the canonical intervals along the xi�axis �see
Example ����� A range of the form R� � R� � � � � � Rd with Ri � Pi

corresponds to a subset of P lying in an axis�parallel box� The d�wise
composition D � D� � D� � � � � � Dd is thus a decomposition scheme for
the set system de�ned by axis�parallel boxes� By turning this decomposi�
tion scheme into a range searching data structure� we recover an abstract
version of Bentley�s range trees �Ben
���
Another important example is the application of multilevel data struc�

tures for the already mentioned simplex range searching with polyloga�
rithmic query time from �CSW���� The halfspace range searching method
described in section � yields a decomposition scheme D� which partitions
the point set in a query halfspace intoO�log n� canonical subsets �we stated
this above in the dual form�� Since a simplex is an intersection of d � �
halfspaces� we can obtain a simplex decomposition scheme by a �d � ���
wise composition of D with itself� and this gives the desired simplex range
searching data structure� Easy calculations show that the resulting data
structure has query time O�logd n� and occupies memory O�nd����
Let us conclude with few remarks� Asymptotically� one usually loses a

factor of n� in space and query time with each level of a multilevel data
structure �compared to the e�ciency of the data structures used for the
levels�� In �Mat��c�� decomposition schemes are described which allow one
to build multilevel data structures while losing a polylogarithmic factor
per level only� On the other hand� it seems that a practical e�ciency of
a data structure will be lost quite quickly with an increasing number of
levels �again� this is not substantiated by any implementation experience��
Thus� it makes a big di�erence if we use a simplex decomposition scheme
directly or if we create it by composing halfspace decomposition schemes
d� � times�
We should also point out that while most of the simplex range searching

algorithms provide decomposition schemes in the above explained sense�
the halfspace emptiness and halfspace reporting algorithms discussed in
section ��� do not provide a halfspace decomposition scheme �in some
sense� they can only decompose very �shallow� halfspaces� i�e� ones which
contain few points of P only�� Thus� if we want to build a data structure
for testing the emptiness of complicated ranges� where one of the de�ning
conditions is a halfspace� we may only use the halfspace emptiness data
structure in the lowest �last� level of a multilevel data structure�
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��� Searching with more general ranges

In the previous sections� we considered range searching with ranges bounded
by hyperplanes� Many applications naturally lead to searching in ranges with
nonlinear� curved boundaries� How general query ranges should be considered&
It seems that nontrivial results can be expected mainly for ranges determined
by a small �constant� number of real parameters� The most important such case
are subsets of IRd de�ned by a conjunction of at most k polynomial inequalities
of maximum degree D� where d� k and D are constants� We call such sets
elementary cells for short���

Range searching problems with various kinds of elementary cells in�
clude many speci�c problems motivated by applications� Some of the
results mentioned below can be formulated for still somewhat more gen�
eral ranges� but writing out all the necessary assumptions would become
somewhat lengthy�
Perhaps the simplest among nonlinear ranges are circular disks in the

plane and balls in higher dimensions� The corresponding range search�
ing problem arises when we are interested in points lying in at most a
given distance from a given point� Notice that balls do not appear in this
second� �application oriented� formulation directly� This is quite typical�
as range searching problems with nonlinear ranges are usually obtained
by a suitable re�formulation of the original speci�cation of the problem�
For instance� if we are asking for points whose distance from a given seg�
ment does not exceed a given number� an equivalent formulation is range
searching with ranges of the shape of a racecourse� If we want to detect
points which see a segment s� under a larger angle than a segment s�� we
get a range reporting query with a rather complicated range de�ned by
inequalities of degree �� etc�
Ball range searching and related problems� usually referred to as prox�

imity problems� have a rich literature� see e�g�� �CCPY
��� �AHL���� �CW
��
and others� Range searching with other ranges was paid less attention
to� An important earlier work considering very general geometric range
searching problems is �YY
��� it contains several important ideas which
were further developed and found many applications later on� A recent
work considering problem of range searching in elementary cells is �AM����

To some extent� methods developed for simplex and halfspace range search�
ing can also be applied for searching with elementary cells� We now outline
the results� We concentrate on ranges de�ned by a single polynomial inequal�
ity� Ranges described by a conjunction of several inequalities can be handled
similarly� sometimes by applying multilevel data structures� where each level
processes one of the inequalities�

A disk C � C�a�� a�� a�� � IR� with center �a�� a�� and radius a� is described
by the inequality �x��a�����x��a��� 	 a��� More generally� we consider ranges
of the form

Rf �a� � fx � IRd� f�x� a� � �g �
where f is a �xed polynomial in d � p variables x�� � � � � xd� a�� � � � � ap� The
polynomial f speci�es the type of the considered ranges �disks� conics� cylinders�

��In the literature� the term Tarski cells is used for a similar but somewhat more general
notion�
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� � � �� and a is a p�dimensional parameter vector determining the particular range
of the given type �a particular disk etc��� The set of admissible ranges for such
a problem is Rf � fRf �a�� a � IRpg�

One possible way of solving the range searching problems with ranges from
Rf is a direct transformation to halfspace range searching in space of higher di�
mension� the so�called linearization of the problem� Let us consider the example
with disks� where

f�x�� x�� a�� a�� a�� � a����x��a�����x��a��� � a���a���a����a�x���a�x��x���x���

We de�ne a mapping  � IR� � IR� by �x�� x�� � �x�� x�� x
�
�� x

�
��� A key

property of this mapping is the following� For every disk C � C�a�� a�� a��
there exists a halfspace H � H�a�� a�� a�� in IR

� such that C � ���H� or
in other words the points of the plane mapped by  into the halfspace H
are exactly those of the disk C� It is easy to see that a suitable halfspace is
H � f�t�� t�� t�� t�� � IR�� �a�t���a�t�� t�� t��a

�
��a���a�� � �g� A mapping

 with the above described property is called a linearization� A linearization
allows us to transform the disk range searching problem in the plane with a
point set P to the halfspace range searching problem in IR� with the point set
�P ��

The linearization  was obtained by introducing one new coordinate tj
for each monomial in the variables x�� x� occurring in the polynomial f � A
problem with an arbitrary polynomial f can be linearized in the same way� and
thus we obtain nontrivial range searching algorithms for ranges from Rf � This
important observation was made by Yao and Yao �YY	
��

The example with disks� which we used to demonstrate the general
method� also shows that this method is sometimes wasteful in the dimen�
sion of the image space� It is well�known that the disks in the plane can be
linearized in the above sense in dimension �� Geometrically� each disk can
be obtained as a vertical projection of the intersection of a certain halfs�
pace in IR� with the paraboloid z � x� � y� onto the plane z � �� Thus a
better linearization is obtained by mapping the plane onto the paraboloid
by the mapping �x� y� �� �x� y� x� � y��� This transformation� sometimes
called a lifting� has many important consequences in computational ge�
ometry� e�g�� a close relationship between Voronoi diagrams in the plane
and convex polytopes in IR�� see �Ede
	�� A linearization of a minimum
dimension for a given polynomial f can be found e�ectively� by solving a
system of linear equations� see �AM����
An important example of linearization in this sense is frequently used

in problems dealing with lines in IR�� A line in IR� is naturally described by
 real parameters �coordinates�� Given two lines �� �� in IR�� the predicate
�does � lie above ��� is nonlinear when expressed using this �parameter
description of the lines� However� the predicate becomes linear if expressed
using the so�called Pl$ucker coordinates� these coordinates correspond to
points in �projective� ��dimensional space� Here the situation is further
complicated by the necessity of dealing with oriented lines� which leads
to interesting combinatorial and algorithmic problems� An initial work
in this direction is Chazelle et al� �CEGS
��� further developments are
given by Pellegrini �e�g�� �Pel����� Pellegrini and Shor �PS��� and Agarwal
�Aga����
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For some polynomials f � we get the best known range searching algorithms
by a direct application of linearization� In other cases faster algorithms are
obtained by generalizing the methods for halfspaces into the �nonlinear� setting�
For example� for disk range searching in the plane the reduction to halfspace
range searching in dimension � yields roughly n��� query time with linear space�
However� one can imitate e�g�� the algorithm of �Mat��b�� replacing halfplanes
by circles and generalizing the necessary results appropriately� and arrive at a
linear space algorithm with query time close to

p
n�

We will brie�y discuss the complexity of algorithms constructed in this way
for range searching problems with ranges in Rf � More information can be
found in �AM���� Roughly speaking� the exponent in the query complexity for
a linear space depends on d� the dimension of the space containing the point set�
while the space requirement for a logarithmic query time depends mainly on p�
the number of parameters determining a range �here we talk about bounds for
speci�c algorithms� the true complexity might perhaps be smaller sometimes��
For disk range searching in the plane we have d � �� and the query time for
linear space is approximately n����� �

p
n� the number of parameters p � ��

and storage close to O�n�� guarantees a logarithmic query time� From this
suggestive sentence the reader might conclude that for a given d� p we obtain
bounds close to n����d� resp� about np� This could �should&� indeed be the
case� but a proof is only known if d 	 �� resp� p 	 �� For higher dimensions
there is an obstacle� the unsolved problem of an e�cient decomposition of an
arrangement of algebraic surfaces�

We explain the required notions on a very informal level only� since
exact de�nitions would occupy too much space� Let ��� � � � � �n be alge�
braic hypersurfaces in IRd� i�e� subsets described by a single algebraic
equation ! the reader may imagine �hyper�spheres� Analogously as for
a hyperplane arrangement� the hypersurfaces ��� � � � � �n partition IR

d into
cells �not necessarily convex ones anymore�� each cell being characterized
by a particular sign pattern for the polynomials de�ning ��� � � � � �n� The
number of such cells is O�nd� �the hidden constant depends on d and on
the degrees of the de�ning polynomials�� For imitating the techniques for
halfspace range searching� we still need to partition each of the cells into
elementary cells �as de�ned in the beginning of the current section�� It is
not important how the particular elementary cells used for the decompo�
sition look like� it is essential that each of them is described by a constant
number of parameters� For spheres� we could for instance use intersec�
tions of constantly many balls� spheres and complements of balls as the
elementary cells�
If ��� � � � � �n are hyperplanes� it is not di�cult to partition all cells of

their arrangement into O�nd� simplices in total� It is conjectured that also
for general algebraic hypersurfaces of bounded degree there exists a de�
composition into approximately nd elementary cells� but proving it seems
to be hard� The best known general construction� due to Chazelle et al�
�CEGS��� gives approximately n�d�� elementary cells �for d � �� in the
planar case it is easy to obtain O�n�� elementary cells�� This is almost op�
timal in dimension �� but for higher dimensions there remains a signi�cant
gap between the lower bound of nd and upper bound of approximately
n�d���
The relationship between this decomposition problem with range search�

ing algorithms for ranges from Rf is as follows� If we can decompose the
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arrangement of any m hypersurfaces in IRd of a certain type �determined
by the polynomial f� into O�mb� elementary cells� we obtain query com�
plexity roughly O�n����b� with linear storage� Similarly decompositions
into O�mb� elementary cells for any m hypersurfaces in IRp �again deter�
mined by f� imply logarithmic query time with space O�nb����
Let us remark that the described decomposition problem has several

other motivations besides geometric range searching� For instance� it is
very important for decision algorithms for the theory of real closed �elds�
although other aspects of the decomposition become important there �the
degrees of polynomial de�ning the elementary cells in the decomposition
etc���

Even if the problem of decomposition can be solved satisfactorily� it is not
clear whether the algorithms obtained using the above discussed techniques are
close to optimal� For instance� consider the problem of range searching with
cones in IR� of the form z � �x�a����y� b��� a� b parameters determining the
cone �this problem is equivalent to preprocessing a set of circles in the plane so
that given a query point� the circles enclosing it can be found quickly�� Here it
is only known how to get a roughly O�n���� query time with linear space� in the
arithmetic model� however� the query complexity can be made only O�

p
n� with

O�n� generators �see section ��� Currently it is unclear if also a better algorithm
exists� or if the arithmetic model is too unrealistic here and a stronger lower
bound holds in some other model of computation�

In conclusion of this section� we mention recent combinatorial results
which may prove very signi�cant for the theory of geometric range search�
ing� Let ��� � � � � �n � IRd be graphs of algebraic functions f�� � � � � fn �
IRd�� � IR� respectively� of a constant bounded degree� The lower en�
velope of ��� � � � � �n is the graph of the pointwise minimum of f�� � � � � fn�
After a series of previous partial results� Halperin and Sharir �HS��� and
Sharir �Sha��� recently proved nearly tight upper bound on the worst�
case combinatorial complexity of the lower envelope ! O�nd������ for an
arbitrarily small constant � � ��
Some range searching problems �typically range emptiness problems�

can be formulated as detecting whether a query point lies below the lower
envelope of a collection of algebraic surfaces in a small dimension d� Know�
ing the complexity of the lower envelope� one might hope to obtain algo�
rithms with� say� polylogarithmic query time and storage O�nd������ or
even some form of space�query time tradeo�� Currently no general algo�
rithm �essentially point location below the lower envelope� taking advan�
tage of the new combinatorial bound is known� The obstacle is the de�
composition of the lower envelope into constant complexity cells �again(��
A special case �with a particular type of surfaces� was solved by Mohaban
and Sharir �MS��b�� They consider testing whether a query line lies above
all spheres of a given collection� and the analysis of their algorithm utilizes
the new bound �for d � ��
Related research aims at bounding the combinatorial complexity of a

single cell in an arrangement of n algebraic surfaces of bounded degree
in IRd� One might again hope that this complexity is close to nd��� see
�AS��� for partial results in this direction�
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Parametric search

Parametric search is a general strategy for algorithm design� Roughly
speaking� it produces algorithms for searching from algorithms for veri�cation�
under suitable assumptions�

Let us consider a problem in which the goal is to �nd a particular real
number� t�� which depends on some input objects� We consider these input
objects �xed� Suppose that we have two algorithms at our disposal� First� an
algorithm O� which for a given number t decides among the possibilities t � t��
t � t� and t � t� �although it does not explicitly know t�� only the input objects��
let us call such an algorithm O the oracle� Second� an algorithm G �called the
generic algorithm�� whose computation depends on the input objects and on a
real parameter t� and for which it is guaranteed that its computation for t � t�

di�ers from the computation for any other t �� t�� We can use algorithm O also
in the role of G� but often it is possible to employ a simpler algorithm for G�
Under certain quite weak assumptions about algorithm G� the parametric search
produces an algorithm for �nding t��

The main idea is to simulate the computation of algorithm G for the �yet
unknown� parameter value t � t�� The computation of G of course depends
on t� but we assume that all the required information about t is obtained by
testing the signs of polynomials of small �constant bounded� degree in t� The
coe�cients in each such polynomial may depend on the input objects of the
algorithm and on the outcomes of the previous tests� but not directly on t� The
sign of a particular polynomial can be tested also in the unknown t�� We �nd
the roots t�� � � � � tk of the polynomial p� we locate t

� among them using the
algorithm O and we derive the sign of p�t�� from it� In this way we can simulate
the computation of the algorithm G at t��

If we record all tests involving t made by algorithm G during its compu�
tation� we can then �nd the �unique� value t� giving appropriate results in all
these tests� thereby solving the search problem�

In this version we need several calls to the oracle for every test performed
by algorithm G� The second idea is to do many tests at once whenever possible�
If algorithm G executes a group of mutually independent tests with polynomials
p��t�� � � � � pm�t� �meaning that the polynomial pi does not depend on the out�
come of the test involving another polynomial pj�� we can answer all of them
by O�log n� calls of the oracle� We compute the roots of all the polynomials
p�� � � � � pm and we locate the position of t

� among them by binary search� Para�
metric search will thus be particularly e�cient for algorithms G implemented
in parallel� with a small number of parallel steps� since the tests in one parallel
step are necessarily independent in the above mentioned sense�

Parametric search was formulated by Megiddo �Meg
��� the idea of simu�
lating an algorithm at a generic value appears in �ES	��� �Gus
��� �Meg	��� A
technical improvement� which sometimes reduces the running time by a loga�
rithmic factor� was suggested by Cole �Col
	�� A generalization of parametric
search to higher dimension� where the parameter t is a point in IRd and the
oracle can test the position of t� with respect to a given hyperplane� appears in
�CSY
	�� �CM��b�� �NPT���� �Mat��a�� Currently is parametric search a quite
popular technique also in computational geometry� from numerous recent works
we select more or less randomly �CSSS
��� �AASS���� �AST���� �CEGS����

Algorithms based on parametric search� although theoretically elegant� ap�
pear quite complicated for implementation� In many speci�c problems� paramet�
ric search can be replaced by a randomized algorithm �see �DMN���� �Mat��a��
or by other techniques �e�g�� �CEGS���� �KS���� with a similar e�ciency�
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��� Ray shooting and linear optimization

In this section we consider another type of generalization of geometric range
searching problems� A good and important example is the ray shooting problem�
whose special case was already mentioned as Problem ���� In such problems we
are given some set � of geometric objects �planes� triangles� balls� � � � � and the
goal is to construct a data structure such that for a given point o and direction
� we can quickly determine the object of � hit by a ray � sent from the point
o in the direction � �more formally� � is a semiline originating in o and the
question is which object of � is the one intersecting � closest to o��

This problem is very popular in computer graphics� where it arises as
an auxiliary problem in determining visibility of objects� hidden surface
elimination� ray tracing and in other situations�

The ray shooting problem has a somewhat di�erent �avor than the range search�
ing problems� but it can be solved e�ciently using data structures for suitable
derived range searching problems� We illustrate this relation on a speci�c prob�
lem� ray shooting in a convex polytope� Here the role of � is played by a set H
of hyperplanes in IRd� For simplicity let us assume that none of the hyperplanes
of H is vertical� and let U denote the upper unbounded cell of the arrangement
of H� i�e� the set of points lying above all the hyperplanes� In our ray shooting
problem� we only permit rays originating in U �

This problem is useful in a number of applications� For instance� the
problem of determining the closest point from a set P � IRd�� to a given
point� the so�called post o�ce problem� can be transformed to it� In di�
mensions higher than � this yields the most e�cient algorithms for the
post o�ce problem� which can moreover be dynamized� see �MS��a��

Let us suppose that the given query ray � with origin o � U intersects the �rst
hyperplane from H in a point x�� Finding this point is our goal �together with
the appropriate hyperplane�� Given any point x � �� we can decide whether x
lies before x� or after x�� It su�ces to test whether the segment ox intersects at
least one hyperplane of H� and by the assumption o � U this happens i� x �� U �
The test whether x lies in U � that is� whether it lies above all hyperplanes of H�
is the dual version of the halfspace emptiness problem� and thus the algorithms
discussed in section ��� are suitable for such tests�

Therefore� although we do not know x� yet� we can e�ciently determine
whether some point x � � precedes or follows after x�� and we would like to
�nd x� using tests of this type� The method of interval halving suggests itself� it
can determine the position of x� with some required numerical precision� This
approach may not be bad in practice� but in our in�nite precision computation
model it does not su�ce since an arbitrarily small interval along � may still
contain many intersections with hyperplanes of H� and thus we cannot deter�
mine the �rst intersected hyperplane in a bounded number of steps� However�
we can apply the method of parametric search� see the box on page ��� which
allows us to �nd x� exactly and usually quite e�ciently� In connection with this
method� data structures for the halfspace emptiness problem can be applied for
ray shooting in a convex polytope as well� The space requirement remains the
same �as the data structure is identical�� and the query time increases by a
small power of logn�
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Figure � Adding degrees of freedom to the halfspace emptiness query�
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The above described passage from halfspace emptiness testing to ray shoot�
ing in convex polytope is illustrated in �g� � Fig� �a� indicates a halfs�
pace emptiness query schematically� �a�� illustrates the dual version � testing
whether a query point lies above all hyperplanes� Fig� �b�� depicts the ray
shooting problem� the dual version �b� means that we translate the bounding
hyperplane of a given halfspace� and we are interested in the �rst point hit by
this hyperplane� In both the primal and the dual versions� we can interpret
the passage from �a� to �b� as adding one degree of freedom to the query ob�
ject �point� halfspace� and looking for an extremal position within the given
freedom�

The approach explained for ray shooting in convex polytopes is also
applicable for other versions of the ray shooting problem� First we for�
mulate the derived range searching problem� namely a test whether some
initial segment ox of an admissible ray intersects at least one object from
)� For this problem� we build a data structure by the techniques for ge�
ometric range searching �usually we construct a suitable multilevel data
structure�� Then we apply parametric search and obtain a ray shooting
algorithm� The application of this strategy for particular ray shooting
problems need not be quite routine� however�
The idea of employing range searching data structures for ray shoot�

ing is a natural one and it appears in several papers� see e�g�� �dBHO���
The above described systematic approach via parametric search was sug�
gested in �AM��� and demonstrated on several examples� Some particular
data structures for halfspace emptiness queries can be adapted directly for
ray shooting in convex polytopes� which eliminates parametric search and
speeds up query answering somewhat� see �MS��a��

Let us return to ray shooting in convex polytopes and its interpretation as
membership queries for the convex polytope with one added degree of freedom�
see �g� � From this point of view it is natural to add still more degrees of
freedom to the query object� at most all the d degrees of freedom� and look for
some extremal position� Such a situation is indicated in �g� �c��� instead of a
single point or an �oriented� ray we are given a linear function c �which can be
interpreted as a direction in d�space� that is� a generalization of the orientation
of the ray�� and we want to �nd a vertex x� of the polytope U maximizing the
function c�

The resulting problem is in fact a linear programming problem� but in a
special situation� where the constraints are given in advance� while the opti�
mized function comes as a query��� In �Mat��a� it is shown that algorithms
for halfspace emptiness queries can be transformed to solve also this linear
programming problem� with query complexity increased by a polylogarithmic
factor only �and with the same data structure�� This result uses a multidimen�
sional version of parametric search� and the construction goes by induction on
the number of degrees of freedom of the query object� The resulting algorithm is
quite complicated� and it would be useful to �nd a simpler �maybe randomized�
variant�

��The dual version is not so intuitive in this case� it is the �nding of an empty halfspace
maximizing a given linear function� Some optimal halfspace is always determined by a d
tuple
of points from the given point set or in other words it is supported by a facet of the convex
hull� see �g� ��c�
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With a dynamic halfspace emptiness data structure as a basis� one
may also insert and delete constraints� Using this machinery one can
answer various queries concerning the convex hull of the set P � as we have
mentioned in the end of section ����
Let us mention an application of this result to one classical compu�

tational geometry problem� that of �nding extremal points� The input
is an n�point set P � IRd� and we want to detect which points of P are
extremal� i�e� are vertices of the convex hull of P � This problem can be
solved by computing a combinatorial representation of the convex hull of
P � but for dimensions d �  this method is fairly ine�cient� as the convex
hull of an n�point set in IRd can have combinatorial complexity of the order
nbd��c� Testing whether a point is extremal can be formulated as a linear
programming problem in dimension d with n constraints� For di�erent
points these linear programs only di�er by two constraints� so we can use
linear programming in the preprocessing�query mode� We build a data
structure for the appropriate constraints� and with its help we answer n
queries� thereby determining the extremal points��� Balancing the prepro�
cessing time and query time suitably� we obtain� for example� a total time
O�n������ in dimension � which is the most e�cient known method�

��� More on applications

The computational geometry literature with applications of range searching is
too extensive to be reviewed here� A survey paper containing many such ap�
plications is �Aga���� Let us only stress one point� namely that most of the
problem where range searching has been applied are not of the preprocess�
ing'query type� An example is the computation of extreme points mentioned
in the end of the previous section�

Let us give one more �rather arti�cial� example to illustrate our point� Sup�
pose that we want to count the number of pairwise intersections for a set S of
n segments in the plane� An approach via range searching is to build a data
structure which� given a query segment q� counts the number of segments of
S intersected by it� Then we query the structure by each segment of S� sum
the answers and divide the sum by � �we must somehow deal with the singu�
lar cases of segments intersecting themselves� but this can be taken care of��
With the methods reviewed above� the required data structure is designed in
a more or less routine manner �using the multilevel construction and halfplane
decomposition schemes�� When the preprocessing and query time are balanced
appropriately� we obtain an O�n������ algorithm�

The reader might suspect that this is a very sloppy way of solving this
problem� and that we could do better with some �global� method� rather than
imposing the preprocessing'query mode not present in the original problem�
This is true only partially� There do exist somewhat better and simpler al�
gorithms �ones based on cuttings� see e�g�� �Aga����� but their complexity is
only slightly better� about O�n��� logc n� for a small constant c �we don�t give a
speci�c value� since using some newer results on cuttings one can improve pub�
lished algorithms somewhat�� and it is believed that this might be roughly the

��It would seem that we must use a dynamic data structure� but in fact one can use a special
treatment for this problem and get away with a static structure�
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actual complexity of the problem��� Thus� the application of range searching
tools gave us a theoretically good algorithm very quickly�

This situation seems to be no exception� For many problems� the algorithm
based on range searching indicates what complexity we can expect also for
other� problem speci�c and hopefully simpler and more practical algorithms�
And for many problems which are more complicated� no such speci�c algorithms
have been elaborated and the range searching approach has remained the best
published solution� Examples are hidden surface removal problems �see e�g�
�dBHO���� counting circular arc intersections �APS��a�� problems concerning
lines in space �e�g� �Pel���� and the above mentioned extreme points detection
to quote only few�

� Last paragraph

This text was intended as a survey article about geometric range searching�
Although its extent is much larger than originally planned� it does not include
everything which it perhaps should include� The choice of the material nec�
essarily re�ects taste and knowledge of the author� and in topics mentioned
only brie�y �such as the broad area of applications� we cannot but refer to the
literature�

Acknowledgment� I would like to thank Pankaj K� Agarwal and Raimund
Seidel for reading preliminary versions of this paper and numerous useful com�
ments�

��No lower bound larger than n log n is known� and problems of this type seem much less
tractable than the query type problems as far as lower bounds are concerned�
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Dim Query type Space Query time Preprocessing
Update
time

�amortized
Source

Simplex range searching � lower bounds

� general� m n�
p
n � � �Cha���

d � � general� m n��log n m��d � � �Cha���

d � � reporting� m �n����m��d � k � � �CR���

Simplex range searching � upper bounds

� general n
p
n log n polynom�� � �CW���

� general n log n n��� log� n polynom�� � �CW���

d � � general n n����d n��� � �Mat��c�

d � � general n n����d logc n n log n log� n �Mat��b�
d � � general nd logd�� n nd�log n� � �Mat��c�

d � � general nd�� logd�� n nd�� nd���� �CSW����

d � � general m �n�m��d logd�� m
n

n��� �m�log n� � �Mat��c�

d � � general m��� �n�m��d logd�� n m��� m����n �CSW����

Halfspace range searching � lower bound

d � � general� m �n� log n����d����d�d���

m��d � � �BCP���

Halfspace range searching � upper bounds�

d � � general nd� logd n log n nd� logd�� n � �Mat��c�

d � � general m n�m��d n��� �m�log n� � �Mat��c�

� reporting n log n� k n log n � �CGL���
� reporting n log n log n� k n log� n log log n 	 � �AHL�	�

d � � reporting n log log n n����bd��c logc n� k n log n � �Mat��a�

d � � emptiness n n����bd��c logc n n log n � �Mat��a�

d � � emptiness n n����bd��c�c log
� n n��� � �Mat��a�

d � � reporting n n����bd��c�� � k n log� n �AM���

d � � emptiness
 nbd��c logc n log n nbd��c logc n � �MS��a�

d � � emptiness nbd��c� logbd��c�� n log n nbd��c� logbd��c�� n � � �MS��a�

d � � reporting nbd��c�� log n� k nbd��c�� nbd��c���� �Cla��b��

d � � emptiness
 m logc n n�m��d log n m logc n � �MS��a�

d � � reporting m��� �n�m��d log n� k m��� m����n �AM���

Explanations� The O� symbol for upper bounds and the �� symbol for lower bounds
are omitted� The letter m denotes a parameter which can be chosen at will� for simplex
range searching and general halfspace range searching� its range is �n� nd�� and for halfspace
emptiness or halfspace reporting it is �n� nbd��c�� The letter � denotes a positive constant
which can be made arbitrarily small by adjusting the parameters of the algorithm� c is a
generic letter for variouus speci�c constants �depending on d� The algorithms achieving the
preprocessing times are deterministic unless stated otherwise�
�The bounds hold in the arithmetic model�
�The bound holds in the pointer machine model�
�Dynamization is due to �AS����
�The preprocessing can be made O�n��� using known methods �this has not been published�
�All upper bounds for simplex range searching also apply�
	Within this time� a randomized preprocessing algorithm produces a data structure having
the given parameters with high probability�

The algorithms also work for ray shooting in a convex polytope� and can also be adjusted for
halfspace reporting queries with some additional e�ort �the published version only deals with
emptiness queries�
�Randomized expected time�
�Dynamization is due to �AM����

Table �� Results on the simplex and halfspace range searching problems
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